
United Nations General Assembly 2016 

We are excited to announce a major change in how the Present Day General Assembly will 
function. In addition to the usual plenary committee sessions in which all of the UN Member 
Nations and UN Observers are present, there will be breakout committee sessions in which 
delegates will be divided into three of the General Assembly’s Main Committees. The three 
committee selected are: 

1. Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) 
2. Economic and Financial Committee (ECOFIN) 
3. Social, Cultural, and Humanitarian Committee (SOCHUM) 

 
The smaller breakout committee sessions will enable more delegates to participate in debates and 
policy writing, while the plenary sessions will still allow delegates to experience the reality of 
international collaboration in the General Assembly. 
 
The Background Guide for the Present Day General Assembly contains two topics for each of 
the three Main Committees. Delegates should research and prepare for the two topics relevant to 
their assigned breakout committee. Breakout committee assignments are listed on the 
following page. 
 
Topics covered by the Present Day General Assembly: 

1. The Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) 
a. Countering the Spread of Global Terrorism 
b. Working Towards a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone in the Middle East 

2. Economic and Financial Council (ECOFIN) 
a. Threats to Global Economic Trade and Stability 
b. Debt Forgiveness in Africa 

3. Social, Cultural, and Humanitarian Committee (SOCHUM) 
a. Improving Conditions for Refugees and Immigrants 
b. Protection of Cultural Sites in Syria and the Middle East 
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United Nations General Assembly 

The Disarmament and International Security Committee Topic I: 

Countering the Spread of Global Terrorism 

Topic Overview: 

Since 2000, terrorism has claimed the lives of about 140,000 people. In 2014 alone,              

32,658 people died as the direct result of terrorism, an increase of more than 80% from 2013 in                  

which international terrorists killed approximately 18,000 people. , Terrorist attacks are heavily           1 2

concentrated geographically — just five countries accounted for most terror-related deaths in            

2014. Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria, Pakistan and Syria saw 78% of the deaths and 57% of all                

attacks. Amongst these grim outliers, Iraq stood out with nearly 10,000 fatalities, the highest ever               

recorded in a single country. In 2014, acts of terror in Iraq alone claimed three times as many                 

lives as they did in the entire world in 2000. While there is some debate over the true economic                   3

costs of terrorism, experts predict that terrorism has already cost the global economy             

approximately $52.9 billion, not including the $114 billion that countries’ national security            

agencies spent on counter-terrorism. Though we have a rough estimate, the economic impact of              

international terrorism is notoriously hard to calculate; it’s difficult to even begin to gauge direct               

costs like loss of life     

and property damage,   

let alone indirect   

effects like reduced   

productivity or  

1 http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/4-surprising-facts-from-the-2015-global-terrorism-index/ 
2  http://economicsandpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Global-Terrorism-Index-2015.pdf 
3  See 1 



consumer sentiment. As a result, the figure of $52.9 billion is subject to debate.  4

More recently however, 2.6% of deaths and grave economic losses in 21st-century terror             

attacks took place in Western countries, which include the United States, Canada, Australia and              

numerous European nations such as Turkey, Belgium, The United Kingdom, Germany, and            

France. Though large-scale attacks coordinated by international terrorist groups garner a           

disproportionate share of media attention, so-called lone wolves — individuals or small groups             

working without the aid of a larger organization — are responsible for almost 70% of terrorism                

deaths in the West, with the number constantly rising.  5

With the face of terrorism claiming so many lives and affecting so many countries it is                

time for all nations to start rethinking their strategies on antiterrorism procedures and protective              

measures to combat these threats. The past’s selective blind-eye strategy was what allowed for              

global terrorism to grow into the problem it has become today. However, as the threats are                

growing and spreading out to other nations such as those in the West, it is imperative that all                  

nations unite and act as one to combat this problem before it is too late to overcome.  

Historical Context: 

Terrorism “flourishes in environments of despair, humiliation, poverty, political         

oppression; and it profits from weak State capacity to maintain law and order. The act of                6

terrorism inherently violates the Charter of the United Nations which sets forth the goals of               

promoting rule of law, human rights, and diplomatic approaches to crisis resolution, and             

protection of civilians. Terrorism aims at the very destruction of human rights, democracy and              

the rule of law. It attacks the values that lie at the heart of the Charter of the United Nations and                     

4  See 2 
5  See 1 
6 http://www.un.org/en/peacebuilding/pdf/historical/hlp_more_secure_world.pdf. 

http://www.un.org/en/peacebuilding/pdf/historical/hlp_more_secure_world.pdf


other international instruments: respect for human rights; the rule of law; rules governing armed              

conflict and the protection of civilians; tolerance among peoples and nations; and the peaceful              

resolution of conflict. Terrorism has a direct impact on the enjoyment of a number of human                

rights, in particular the rights to life, liberty and physical integrity. Terrorist acts can destabilize               

governments, undermine civil society, jeopardize peace and security, threaten social and           

economic development, and may especially negatively affect certain groups. All of these have a              

direct impact on the exercising of fundamental human rights. The destructive impact of terrorism              

on human rights and security has been recognized at the highest level of the United Nations                

(U.N.), notably by the Security Council, the General Assembly the Human Rights Council .             

Specifically, Member States have set out that terrorism threatens the dignity and security of              

human beings everywhere, has an adverse effect on the establishment of the rule of law, has                

links with transnational organized crime, has adverse consequences for the economic and social             

development of States, and threatens the territorial integrity and security of States, constitutes a              

grave violation of the purpose and principles of the U.N. which is a threat to international peace                 

and security, and must be suppressed as an essential element for the maintenance of international               

peace and security. 26 Because of these violations of rights, the efforts to counter international               

terrorism have been a top priority for the U.N. since the 1960’s.  7

In the 20th century, terrorism continued to be associated with a vast array of anarchist,               

socialist, fascist and nationalist groups, many of them engaged in anti-colonial struggles. Some             

scholars also labeled as terrorist the systematic internal violence and intimidation practiced by             

states such as Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. Since then, the Security Council has              8

7 http://www.un.org/en/counterterrorism/legal-instruments.shtml 
8 https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005686, 

http://www.un.org/en/counterterrorism/legal-instruments.shtml
http://www.un.org/en/counterterrorism/legal-instruments.shtml
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005686


expanded its efforts to combat extreme terrorism, through the promotion of international            

cooperation between member states. The Security Council can take action to maintain or restore              

international peace and security under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter. It took actions               

in the forms of sanctions against States considered to have links of terrorism: Libya in 1992;                

Sudan in 1996; and Afghanistan with Resolution 1267 in 1999; the Taliban in 1999, and               

expanded to also include Al-Qaida in 2000 by Resolution 1333.  9

Prior to September 11, 2001, the Security Council had established Resolution 1267.            10

Within this Resolution the 1267 Committee was established in 1999 to oversee the sanctions              

imposed against the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. In addition, the Security Council passed a number              11

of resolutions approving sanctions on alleged members and associates of the Taliban and             

Al-Qaida in response to concerns that general sanctions hurt innocent civilians. The Sanctions             12

have taken a number of different forms, measures have ranged from comprehensive economic             

and trade sanctions to more targeted measures such as arms embargoes, travel bans, financial or               

commodity restrictions, and terrorist financing.  13

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 sparked the establishment of a Counter             

Terrorism Committee under unanimously adopted, Resolution 1373. The Committee worked to           14

increase the ability of U.N. Member States to prevent terrorist attacks within their borders and/or               

across regions. The Resolution 1373 calls upon Member States to implement a number of              

measures intended to enhance their legal and institutional ability to counter terroristic activities.             

9  www.un.org/en/terrorism/securitycouncil.shtml  
10  http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/5110.htm 
11  See 10 
12  https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/1267 
13  https://piie.com/publications/policy-briefs/using-sanctions-fight-terrorism 
14  www.un.org/en/sc/ctc 

http://www.un.org/en/terrorism/securitycouncil.shtml
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/5110.htm
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/5110.htm
https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/1267
https://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/sanctions/1267
https://piie.com/publications/policy-briefs/using-sanctions-fight-terrorism
https://piie.com/publications/policy-briefs/using-sanctions-fight-terrorism


14 These measures included taking steps to criminalize the financing of terrorism, freeze funds              

without delay related to persons involved in acts of terrorism, deny all forms of financial support                

for terrorist groups, suppress support or sustenance for terrorists, share information with other             

governments on any groups practicing or planning terrorist acts, cooperate with other            

governments in the investigation, detection, arrest, extradition, and prosecution of those involved            

in such acts, and criminalize activity/passive assistance for terrorism in domestic law and bring              

violators to justice. 14  

To enforce the implementation of this resolution and to assist the condition of technical              

assistance to Member States the Council adopted Resolution 1535 in 2004, creating a Counter              

Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate. The Security Council unanimously adopted         15

Resolution 1566 in 2004, which established the 1566 Working Group made up of all council               

members to recommend practical measures     

against groups and organizations engaged in      

terroristic activities that were not subject to 1267        

Committee.15 The Working Group allowed for a       

more effective way of bringing terrorists to       

justice through the prosecution and extradition of terrorists. In addition, the Resolution 1566 also              

allowed for the compensation of families affected by terrorism.  

Following the 2005 World Summit, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1624, which            

built upon on Resolution 1373 concerned with threats to international peace and security caused              

by acts of terrorism. This Resolution dealt with prevention and placed increased emphasis on              16

15  www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/subsidiary/1566 
16  http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm 

http://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/subsidiary/1566
http://www.un.org/sc/suborg/en/subsidiary/1566
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm


social outlets that may relate to the spread of extreme terrorism. It also called on Member                17

States to prohibit by law terrorist acts and encouragement to deny safe haven to any persons                

guilty of such actions.  18

As of now, the most important achievement the U.N. has made in countering global              

terrorism is the adopting of A/RES/60/288 in September of 2006. This resolution established the              

United-Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, the U.N.’s first organization-wide agreement         

to counter terrorism and added measures to address conditions conducive to the spread of              

terrorism, to prevent and combat terrorism, to build States’ capacity to prevent and combat              

terrorism and to strengthen the role of the U.N. system in this regard, and to ensure respect for                  

human rights for all and the rule of law as the fundamental basis of the fight against terrorism.                  19

This was the first time, all member states agreed on comprehensive, coordinated and consistent              

responses to counter terrorism at national, regional and international levels to adopt a unique               20

global instrument to enhance national, regional and international efforts to counter terrorism.  21

While terrorism is a threat that all countries face, it is concentrated in certain areas of the                 

world. Nearly 82% of all terrorist attacks occur in Iraq, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Pakistan, and              

Syria alone. Though the international community has stepped up to counter extreme terrorism,             22

the scope of the issue is evolving. As globalization has spread, it has become easier for terrorists                 

to act along. Terrorists are able to now take advantage of porous borders and interconnected               

international systems—finance, communications, and transit—terrorist groups can reach every         

17  www.un.org/en/sc/ctc/news/2012-08- 03_1624.html 
18  http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm 
19  https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N05/504/88/PDF/N0550488.pdf?OpenElement 
20  http://www.un.org/ga/president/62/issues/cts.shtml 
21  https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/en/un-global-counter-terrorism-strategy 
22  http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/11/the-geography-of-terrorism/382915/ 

http://www.un.org/en/sc/ctc/news/2012-08-%2003_1624.html
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm
http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/un/65761.htm
http://www.un.org/ga/president/62/issues/cts.shtml
http://www.un.org/ga/president/62/issues/cts.shtml
https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/en/un-global-counter-terrorism-strategy
https://www.un.org/counterterrorism/ctitf/en/un-global-counter-terrorism-strategy
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/11/the-geography-of-terrorism/382915/
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/11/the-geography-of-terrorism/382915/


corner of the globe. As time and time again has proven, social media is now becoming an outlet                  23

for easy recruitment of willing fighters from across the globe. In addition, increased terroristic              

capabilities have led to a shift in the sponsorship of terrorism. In the past, state actors often                 

sponsored terrorism, however in more recent decades, non-state actors increasingly sponsor           

terrorist organizations.  24

Despite the progress, changes in terrorist strategies have made it difficult to create a              

specific definition of terrorism. Therefore, it is continuously changing and there is no global              

consensus which has hindered further progression of counterterrorism policies and strategies.           

The first definition of terrorism written by the U.N. was proposed in 1994, by the 49th session of                  

the General Assembly in the Declaration on Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism .            

They proclaimed terrorism to be criminal acts intended or calculated to provoke a state of terror                

in the general public, a group of persons or particular persons for political purposes are in any                 

circumstance unjustifiable, whatever the considerations of a political, philosophical, ideological,          

racial, ethnic, religious or any other nature that may be invoked to justify them. The next                25

definition was proposed ten years later in 2004 by the High-Level Panel of independent experts               

on Threats, Challenges and Change , who defined terrorism as any action, in addition to actions               

already specified by the existing conventions on aspects of terrorism, the Geneva Conventions             

and Security Council resolution 1566, that is intended to cause death or serious bodily harm to                

civilians or non-combatants, when the purpose of such an act, by its nature or context, is to                 

intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to                

23  http://www.cfr.org/about/newsletters/archive/newsletter/n68 
24  http://www.terrorism-research.com/state/ 
25  http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/49/a49r060.htm 

http://www.cfr.org/about/newsletters/archive/newsletter/n68
http://www.cfr.org/about/newsletters/archive/newsletter/n68
http://www.terrorism-research.com/state/
http://www.terrorism-research.com/state/
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/49/a49r060.htm
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/49/a49r060.htm


abstain from doing any act. Until an exact definition can be reached, the world cannot truly                26

address the pressing issue of stopping terrorism. 

Current Situation: 

The international community continues to face a multitude of issues related to extreme             

terrorism. Most recently however, the international community has been faced with the decision             

on how to combat extreme terrorist groups rising out of Iraq and Syria, specifically the Islamic                

State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and Boko Haram. The Security Council adopted resolution 2170 in                

August of 2014, in an effort to condemn the gross and widespread abuses of human rights such                 

as Mass beheadings, killings, and the routine taking of hostages conducted by extreme groups in               

Iraq and Syria.  27

In wake of multiple terrorist attacks on both the Middle East and the Western World,               

action needs to be taken now. As of now, approximately 3,600 people have been recorded               

victims of terror across the globe; however, the death toll in reality may be much higher. The                 

most major attacks to date have taken place in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Afghanistan, Turkey, Belgium,               

Pakistan, The United States, France, Germany, Belgium, The United Kingdom, Australia, and            

Canada. At the present time, sending aid to these reeling nations is of the utmost priority.  

Because of these atrocities, global focus needs to shift to preventing the radicalization of              

citizens, by confronting the extremists, and by preventing the financial backing of terrorist             

groups. Despite individual Member State efforts, there needs to be a multilateral approach that              

every nation should take to combat terror. Disagreement between P5 nations such as Russia and               

The United States on the future of the Syrian region also plays a crucial role in the fight against                   

26  http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/terrorism/sg%20high-level%20panel%20report-terrorism.htm 
27  http://www.un.org/press/en/2014/sc11520.doc.htm 

http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/terrorism/sg%20high-level%20panel%20report-terrorism.htm
http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/terrorism/sg%20high-level%20panel%20report-terrorism.htm
http://www.un.org/press/en/2014/sc11520.doc.htm
http://www.un.org/press/en/2014/sc11520.doc.htm


terror. With the world’s most powerful nations in difference of opinion on how to address terror,                

more and more attacks will be allowed to be committed against innocent nations and civilians               

alike.  

Bloc Positions: 

The fight against terrorism should not be strictly a regional need, but rather should be               

addressed by a unified national body which can take the multilateral actions needed to fight               

global terror. At this point in time, it is essential that all nations should put aside their differences                  

in order to address this pressing issue which affects everyone rather than certain individual              

nations alone. Nations more prone to terrorism however should have both more input and              

investment into containing and eventually eliminating terror within their own borders, regions,            

and ultimately internationally. 

Nations that are more culturally similar such as the Asian or Western region should work               

together to face their specific type of terrorism plaguing their nations however, all countries              

should be willing to support one another in this time of international need. In light of the recent                  

terror attacks, nations such as the United States, Germany, and France, as well as their allies will                 

be more apt to work together to face the “lone wolf” terror attacks which have become more                 

prevalent within their borders. In nations such as Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Kazakhstan have              

faced attacks by groups of terrorists rather than just single people making the death toll only                

increase exponentially.  

Aside from just regional allies, the ideals of religion also need to be taken into account.                

Counties that share similar religious values such as the Middle East play a key role in fighting                 

international terror. By using religion to establish national allies, religious extremist groups such             



as ISIS and Boko Haram can be eliminated. Ensuring religious freedom for all peoples across the                

globe is not only a moral imperative – it is a practical necessity, empowering people everywhere                

to choose a better way. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. What actions can be taken to further counter terrorism, which have not yet been taken?  

2. How can Member States come together to stop international terrorism? How can further             

cooperation be encouraged among Member States? 

3. What role can the U.N. General Assembly play in helping aid the victims of terrorism?  

4. How can the support base of terrorist groups be deconstructed efficiently and            

successfully? 

5. How can the definition of terrorism be redefined? Can the redefinition help further the              

fight against international terror? 

Key Terms: 

Charter of the United Nations: is the foundational treaty of the United Nations, an             

intergovernmental organization created in 1945. 

Non-State Actors: an individual or organization that has significant political influence           

but is not allied to any particular country or state. 

Geneva Convention: comprised of four treaties, and three additional protocols, that         

establish the standards of international law for the humanitarian treatment in war. 

United Nations Security Council: The United Nations' most powerful body, with           

"primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security." The P5           

nations sit as permanent members along with ten elected members with two-year terms. 



Human Rights Council: is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations          

system made up of 47 States responsible for the promotion and protection of all human               

rights around the globe. 

Resolution 1267: The Council designated Osama bin Laden and associates as terrorists            

and established a sanctions regime to cover individuals and entities associated         

with Al-Qaida, Osama bin Laden and/or the Taliban wherever located.27,28,29 

Resolution 1333: The Council called for a ban of military assistance to the Taliban,             

closure of its camps and an end to the provision of sanctuary of the movement.30 

Resolution 1373: was adopted under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, marked            

a shift in international law, and was presumed to be valid only if the concerned state had                

voluntarily signed the international treaty.31 

Resolution 1535: The Council restructured the Counter-Terrorism Committee to enhance        

the implementation of anti-terrorism measures.32 

Resolution 1566: The Council condemned terrorism as a serious threat to peace and             

strengthened anti-terrorism legislation.33 

Resolution 1624: The Council called on all states to co-operate in order to strengthen the               

security of their international borders by enhancing terrorist screening and passenger           

security procedures.34 

A/RES/60/288: this resolution established the United-Nations Global Counter-Terrorism        

Strategy, the U.N.’s first organization-wide agreement to counter terrorism.7 
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United Nations General Assembly 

Disarmament and International Security Committee Topic II: 

Working Towards a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone in the Middle East 

Topic Overview: 

The creation of a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone is not a new approach to solving the issues                 

of non-proliferation, peace, and security in the world. Currently, there are five Nuclear Weapons              

Free Zones in the world: Latin America and the Caribbean created by the 1967 Treaty of                

Tlatelolco, the South Pacific created by the 1985 Treaty of Rarotonga, Southeast Asia by the               

1995 Treaty of Bangkok, Africa by the 1996 Treaty of Pelindaba, and Central Asia in the 2006                 

Treaty on of Semey. .   28 29

In the case of the Middle East, the creation of a weapons free zone (MEWMDFZ) has                

been a goal for decades. In 1974, the concept of a weapons free zone was introduced to the                  

United Nations General Assembly in the form of a resolution, which was then tabled by Egypt                

and Israel. The concept    30

was created as a diplomatic     

tactic to politically balance    

power and discourage   

nuclear proliferation  

throughout the world.   

Nations realized that a    

weapons-free zone has many    

28  https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/nwfz/ 
29  https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/nwfz/ 
30http://www.nonproliferation.eu/web/documents/other/heinzgartner4ec66bd720848.pdf 
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political and economic benefits if properly enforced and implemented. In the case of the Middle               31

East, if a MEWMDFZ were formed it could be a solution to the Iranian nuclear crisis and                 

prevent a potential nuclear escalation in the Middle East. It would also remove the double               

standard sentiments driven by Israel’s ambiguous nuclear program. In addition, it can eliminate             32

the threat of chemical and biological weapons programs by creating a unified regulatory system              

across every nation in the region. 

Although there are many benefits to a weapons free zone, there are also many              

challenging obstacles to overcome, especially in terms of proper verification, transparency, and            

compliance. The implementation of a MEWMDFZ could pose a threat to national sovereignty              33

because eliminating arsenals of non-declared nuclear arms, such as Israel, who is still unclear              

about whether or not they have nuclear weapons, can be difficult diplomatically. In addition,              34

the rich history of violent conflict and instability in the wake of the War on Terrorism, the Iraq                  

War, and the Arab Spring further proves that overthrowing government institutions tends to             

destroy political stability, pave the way for future conflicts, and legitimize terrorist groups, such              

as The Islamic State and Al-Qaeda. On top of all this, there is a deep lack of trust between many                    

of the nations that would serve as an obstacle because many of these nations refuse to disclose                 

their full weapons capabilities and allow international monitoring. This lack of trust between             35

nations and the fundamental religious and ethnic conflicts are the central reasons why             

organizations like the Arab League have not shown the power to become truly unifying regional               

31  https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/mewmdfz 
32See 32 
33See 32 
34See 32 
35  See 32 
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organizations on the scale of the European Union (EU) and the Association of Southeast Asian               

Nations (ASEAN).  

Historical Background: 

In 1968, the Non-Proliferation Treaty was formally ratified with a strong emphasis on             

three pillars: disarmament, non-proliferation, and peaceful uses of nuclear technology. Simply           36

put, nations in possession of nuclear weapons must disarm and nations who do not have them                

should not start producing, and must allow IAEA safeguards and inspections of their nuclear              

facilities. The treaty was adopted by 191 nations, excluding North Korea, whom dropped out in               

2003, India, Israel, Pakistan, South Africa, and South Sudan. The treaty recognizes five states as               

nuclear weapons states: United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China with the             

U.S., U.K. and Russia being the big three depository states.  37

Although the NPT did not explicitly propose a weapons free zone, it did present a               

possible solution. In 1974, the idea of a nuclear weapons free zone in the Middle East was                 

presented in the form of a resolution to the UN General Assembly. This resolution was a                38

diplomatic tactic to balance the power in the Middle East by eliminating Israel’s nuclear              

monopoly. The zone was thought to be an effective method to avoid a nuclear arms race in the                  39

region. At the time, Egypt had recently discontinued its quest in nuclear weapons production,              

while the Iranian shah was interested in fulfilling his own nuclear ambitions. Iran supported the               

resolution to establish a power balance in the Middle East but continued to pursue nuclear. This                

resolution tabled by Egypt and Israel in 1974, but eventually passed that same year. From               

36  http://www.state.gov/t/isn/npt/index.htm 
37  https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/mewmdfz 
38https://www.armscontrol.org/factsh 
39 See 37 
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hindsight, this resolution resulted in a consensus between UN member nations that if all nations               

in the region stopped producing, testing, and storing biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons,             

stability in region could result.   40

Despite the diplomatic gestures towards a weapons free zone that covered nuclear,            

biological, and chemical weapons, the stakes were incredibly high for Egypt, Israel, and             

neighboring nations in the aftermath of the 1973 Yom Kippur War and the Six Day War in 1967.                  

The delicate balance between diplomatic courtesy and violent conflict in the Middle East is              

typified by this quote from Anwar Sadat before he signed the Biological and Toxin Weapons               

Convention (BWC) in 1972. Despite signing, Egypt has not yet ratified the treaty. When asked if                

Egypt would respond to a biological attack by Israel:  

“The only reply to biological warfare is that we too should use biological warfare. I               

believe that the density of the Israeli population confined in a small area would provide               

the opportunity to reply with the same weapon if they should begin using it. Briefly, we                

have the instruments of biological warfare in the refrigerators and we will not use them               

unless they begin to use them’  41

Outside the Middle East, many countries began pursuing their own nuclear programs.            

During the late 1970s, Taiwan, who lost its seat in the UN in 1971 and is not recognized as a                    

sovereign nation by China , began experimenting with uranium enrichment and purchasing           42

nuclear technology. The United States, an ally of Taiwan, urged Taiwanese leaders to abandon              43

their alleged nuclear ambitions from 1976 to 1978 “in a fashion which few other countries would                

40  See 37 
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tolerate” as Chinese Premier Chiang Ching-Kuo phrased it. This escalated to the point where              44

the U.S. performed secret inspections on Taiwanese facilities and eventually informed China            

about Taiwan’s nuclear activities. This put an end to Taiwan’s nuclear ambitions, but it is an                

important lesson that nuclear arms are seen by small or less powerful nations as an important                

poker chip, a way to gain legitimacy, a stronger international voice and above all, military power                

and domestic security. 

The 1970s also saw a “peaceful nuclear explosion”, resulting in the spread of nuclear              

capabilities in countries, such as India, Brazil, Pakistan, South Korea, and others. This made the               45

goal of non-proliferation even more difficult and caused heightened concerns that nuclear            

proliferation was on the rise. India and Pakistan were not signatories to the NPT and their                

nuclear programs only increased tension between the two neighbors. In contrast to the Taiwanese              

Case, this nuclear expansion begged the question of how effectively the international community             

could enforce a non-proliferation regime without imposing on another nation’s sovereignty.   46

Between the 1970s and 1980s, UN General Assembly sessions called repeatedly for            

negotiations within the Middle East for a weapons free zone, but no substantial progress was               

made towards this goal other than a withdrawn Israeli proposal seeking direct negotiations with              

the Middle Eastern states. In 1990, Egypt led strides internationally to facilitate the creation of               47

a MEWMDFZ by trying to convince Israel to halt the production of their suspected chemical and                

biological weapons. Egypt also expanded the provisions of its draft General Assembly resolution             

to cover all weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles. Later in the year, Egypt and                48

44  See 41 
45  See 41 

46  See 41 
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Israel entered in the Arms Control and Regional Security (ACRS) talks under the presumption              

that Israel would not halt their suspected nuclear arms production regardless of the existence of               

an attack. After six sessions between Egypt and Israel from 1990 to 1995, Israel maintained its                

refusal to put nuclear disarmament on the agenda, while Egypt pushed harder for nuclear              

disarmament talks.  49

Later in 1995, the concept of a MEWMDFZ grew stronger and more appealing after NPT               

Depositary States: Russia, United States, and the United Kingdom, sponsored a resolution that             

called on Middle Eastern nations part of the NPT to “take practical steps in appropriate forums                

aimed at making progress towards ... the establishment of an effectively verifiable Middle East              

zone free of weapons of mass destruction, nuclear, chemical and biological, and their delivery              

systems, and to refrain from taking any measures that preclude the achievement of this              

objective”, according to Arms Control Association.   50

This resolution in particular included the ban of all WMDS, which included chemical,             

biological, and nuclear weapons, and their delivery systems. It also highly encouraged the             

cooperation of NPT parties and Nuclear Weapons States. Although the 1995 Resolution was              51

pivotal as a splashy diplomatic effort, no progress was made towards creating a MEWMDFZ in               

the years following its passage, revealing the resolution’s failure to bolster the credibility of the               

NPT.  52

Between the years of negotiations between Israel and Egypt, South African President F.             

W. de Klerk confessed to building of nuclear weapons in South Africa and voluntarily vowed to                

49 See 41 
50 See 41 
51 See 41 
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halt further weapons production. South Africa joined the NPT as a non-weapons state, opening              

its doors to IAEA inspections. Shortly after, South Africa’s nuclear program was declared              53

dismantled by the IAEA. South Africa is currently the only country that has voluntarily ended               

their weapons program. They have also become a major advocate for global nuclear             

non-proliferation and peaceful uses of nuclear technology. As a condition to surrendering their             

nuclear arsenal, they supported the creation of the Treaty of Pelidaba, which created Africa’s              

Nuclear Weapons Free Zone. Although they are non-proliferation advocates, South Africa still            

possesses dual-use nuclear capabilities, which enables them to share nuclear information and            

technology to parties, such as state and non-state actors (e.g. NGOs and multinational             

corporations).   54

Almost a decade after the South African revelation and the passing of the failed 1995               

Resolution, a game changing confession came from Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, known as the father               

of the Pakistani nuclear bomb. In 2004, A.Q Khan admitted to overseeing a secret network to                

trade nuclear secrets through major nations across the world: Major figures in Malaysia, the              

United Arab Emirates, Turkey, South Africa, and nations in Europe were implicated. This             

network was responsible for spreading sensitive information regarding nuclear technology to           

Libya, Iran, and North Korea. This was a turning point in the global investigation led by the                 55

IAEA, the United States, and other international non-proliferation investigators. A.Q Khan’s           

network revealed that non-NPT nations had taken an active role in spreading nuclear material              

across the world to rogue actors and possibly terrorist groups. This revelation was a major               

obstacle to the dream of disarmament and the international community’s faith in the power of               

53http://www.nti.org/learn/countries/south-africa/nuclear/ 
54 See 41 
55  http://www.isis-online.org/publications/southasia/nuclear_black_market.html 
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international agreements to control nuclear arms, as it provided a raw insight into the flaws of the                 

NPT and emphasized the real world limits on the creation of a MEWMDFZ.  56

The uncovering of the Khan Network brought a renewed sense of motivation towards the              

formation of a MEWMDFZ and a review of the NPT in 2010. The NPT Review conference of                 

2010 set up the 2012 conference by reaching a consensus on pressuring the Middle Eastern states                

to come to an agreement on the facilitation and enforcement of the zone through diplomatic               

means, which was favorably received. In addition, the 1995 resolution co-sponsors (Russia, U.S.,             

and U.K.) along with UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon reached an agreement in which all               

Middle Eastern states were to attend another conference in 2012 that would “on the              

establishment of a Middle East zone free of nuclear weapons and all other weapons of mass                

destruction, on the basis of arrangements freely arrived at by the states of the region, and with                 

the full support and engagement of the nuclear-weapon states”, according to Arms Control             

Association. The consensus also resulted in the delayed appointment of a conference facilitator,             57

Jaakko Laajava of Finland.  

A year before the planned conference, the EU held a seminar in the summer of 2011 to                 

discuss a possible MEWMDFZ, regional security, and peaceful uses of technology. The main             

goal was to dissuade pessimistic sentiments of the Middle Eastern nations about the possibility of               

successful disarmament in the region. A large number of Arab states were in attendance and               58

Israel and Iran brought large delegations. During the seminar, the Arab States avoided promoting              

56  See 55 
57  See 41 
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an IAEA resolution on the ambiguous nuclear capabilities of Israel, in order to maintain their               

cooperative diplomatic efforts.   59

The same year, the IAEA held a similar forum in the fall focused on the formation of a                  

nuclear weapon free zone. This forum had been planned in 2000 but was delayed for eleven                

years because of disagreements related to the agenda and Israel’s nuclear program. The main              

difference between the EU seminar was a more moderate tone between nations, as Syria and               

Lebanon refused to attend. Although diplomatic courtesy was achieved and the forum produced a              

document that all parties agreed to, the Iranian delegation walked out of the conference after a                

report was released accusing them of developing illegal nuclear capabilities and violating of their              

word as signatories of the NPT. The main takeaway from this meeting was hope that the Middle                 

East can one day become a weapon free zone, but that there are still significant obstacles to be                  

overcome before that day.  

Current Situation: 

The past five years have made the creation of a MEWMDFZ a more pressing issue than                

ever before. The nuclear ambitions of the Islamic Republic of Iran have increased tensions with               

the international community, raising questions on whether Iran genuinely wants a MEWMDFZ            

for the sake of peace and security, or rather wants to undermine Israeli’s nuclear monopoly and                

attempt to dominate the region. Although Iran is a signatory of the NPT, they have a history of                  

violations of NPT obligations, especially with agreeing with IAEA safeguards and UN mandates.             

More specifically, the Iranian government did not declare the creation and building of the               60

59 See 41 
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Nanatz enrichment site in late 2004 to the IAEA, which violated the 2003 revision of the NPT.                 61

the IAEA declared that the program caused “great concern” and voted to censure Iran officially.               62

Historically, their nuclear ambitions began with the Shah and continued through the 1979 Islamic              

Revolution, as nuclear weapons would be a powerful counter to the Israeli nuclear program. This               

desire for regional parity with Israel and regional dominance over the Sunni states of Iraq, Saudi                

Arabia, and the Gulf Monarchs continues to be a long-term strategic goal. The 1983 Iran-Iraq               63

War strengthened Iranian ambitions for a nuclear program when the Iranians fell victims to Iraqi               

chemical weapons. After the war, Iran’s fear of American dominance of the region also              64

motivated their search for and eventually creation of a full-fledged weapons program.  65

All of these nuclear ambitions result in a serious threat to international peace and security               

in the region and across the world. For one, Iran can use their weapons as a form of blackmail to                    

use against neighbors Afghanistan and Iraq. Also, as evidenced throughout history, humans            

make mistakes and there is a possibility that an Iranian weapon can be detonated or launched by                 

accident. This potential for disaster could have serious ramifications across the globe, such as              66

civilian deaths, environmental catastrophe. The danger of nuclear material or nuclear secrets            

again being sold on the open market to dangerous buyers, such as Daesh (ISIS) or Al-Qaeda is a                  

concern across the world. Worst of all, Iran’s advancement of their nuclear program can              67

possibly inspire other nations, such as Saudi Arabia, the Gulf Monarchies, Turkey, and Egypt in               

the region to consider the production of weapons or start their own nuclear weapons programs               
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out of desire to compete with Iran. This could lead to war and even greater instability in a region                   

rife with violence and conflict.  68

Iran is not the only nuclear threat in the Middle East, the question on whether or not                 

Israel possesses nuclear weapons is still ambiguous. As a nation, Israel has always held an               69

opaque line on their nuclear capabilities, as repeated warfare with their Arab neighbors has              

shown that in the Israeli experience, the line between war and peace is razor thin. Out of all the                   

Middle Eastern nations, Egypt has been very vocal proponent of a nuclear weapons free zone and                

has expressed deep intolerance towards Israel’s nuclear monopoly. The Egyptians see a            

MEWMDFZ as the most democratic solution to the problem. 

Although a MEWMDFZ could serve as a solution to many of the problems plaguing the               

Middle East, the Middle East itself is a plagued by complex geopolitical fractures. The long,               

ongoing history of conflict in the Middle East presents a major obstacle in different ways. In                

terms of the Iraq War, it begs the question, Would the existence of a MEWMDFZ have                

prevented the 2003 Iraq War altogether? It begs pursuing, as the war in Iraq was caused by                 

international distrust of the effectiveness of a disarmament regime by the United States,             

something the zone would ostensibly solve. In addition, the Iraq War reinvigorated the tensions              70

between the Shias and Sunnis in the region, as Iraq has become a Shia satellite state, which has                  

further fueled the Saudi-Iranian rivalry for power in the Middle East and more Shia              

representation in a Sunni Arab dominated region. This rivalry for power intensified after the              71
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events of the Arab Spring, which left power vacuums in Syria, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, and Egypt to                 

an extent, allowing Saudi Arabia and Iran to exert  their  respective influences on these states.  72

On top of the conflicts in the Middle East, the vague geographical borders of the Middle                

East also is a challenge because there are many nations that could be considered Middle Eastern                

nations, such as Turkey, Pakistan, and the predominantly Muslim nations in North Africa (see              

image below) . However, the inclusion of Turkey, a NATO member, would cause             73 74

complications 

with 

negotiating 

the 

regulations of  

a zone. Also   

Turkey and  

Pakistan both  

have nuclear  

weapons and handling them will also be difficult. In the case of weapons, the types of banned                 

weapons must be clear and negotiated to a point of clear consensus. The type of weapons also                 

places an emphasis on transparency and accountability so that all nations in the zone will trust                

each other in not pursuing any more weapons. These nations must find a way to negotiate                

72  See 60 
73  http://nwp.ilpi.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/ILPI_world_map_Middle-East.png 

74  See 60 

http://www.baselpeaceoffice.org/sites/default/files/imce/menwfz/towards_a_more_secure_and_wmd-free_middle_east_-_mark_fitzpatrick.pdf


methods of verification that should not be seen as intrusive on national sovereignty by way of                

implementing new NPT protocol as one solution and/or new treaties.  

Although more than two – thirds of nuclear weapons have been dismantled or destroyed              

since the peak in the mid-1980s, beyond the Middle East, nuclear non-proliferation has faced              

enormous challenges in the past five years and it appears the world is moving towards               

re-armament as conflict and tension rise throughout the world. Both the United States of              75

America and Russia are very willing to assist with non-proliferation in other nations and have               

supported large-scale disarmament programs in the United Nations and bilaterally with           

member-nations, but both continue to invest in new nuclear arms systems for themselves.              76 77

The 2010 New START agreement requires the two states to reduce their nuclear arsenals, but               

that reduction has not occurred, despite Barack Obama’s strong statements in favor of a “world               

without nuclear weapons.” As the premier nuclear superpowers of the world, they control             78

ninety-three percent of the world’s nuclear weapons. Their leadership will be an absolute             79

necessity for any worthwhile disarmament agreements to move forward.  

The United States is set to spend up to a trillion dollars in the next 30 years to build brand                    

new nuclear weapons systems and modernize existing stockpiles. In 2010, the U.S. Department             80

of Defense in its “Nuclear Posture Review” wrote that “the fundamental role of U.S. nuclear               

weapons, which will continue as long as nuclear weapons exist, is to deter nuclear attack on the                 

United States, our allies, and partners.” The Russian Federation is likely to spend a similar sum                81

75  http://www.ploughshares.org/world-nuclear-stockpile-report# 
76  http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00963402.2016.1170359 
77See 76 
78  https://www.armscontrol.org/ObamaPragueSpeech 
79  http://www.ploughshares.org/world-nuclear-stockpile-report# 
80  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/22/us/us-ramping-up-major-renewal-in-nuclear-arms.html 
81  Ibid. https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/nuke/RL33640.pdf 



over the next two decades modernizing its nuclear arsenal and retiring Soviet-era weapons. The              82

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists report on Russian nuclear forces in 2016 wrote about the Russian               

Federation’s nuclear modernization program: “The modernization program reflects the         

government’s conviction that strategic nuclear forces are indispensable for Russia’s security and            

status as a great power.” The two largest obstacles to a nuclear-free future are a lack of trust                  83

between the two nations as they modernize their nuclear arsenals and political conflicts in              

Crimea, Syria, and The Korean peninsula. This lack of trust is eroding the successes of the past                 

thirty years. The Russian Federation let the Cooperative Threat Reduction program, a 1990s             

weapons dismantling program, expire in the wake of the 2013 Crimean Crisis. The United              84

States responded to Russia’s actions in Crimea by suspending projects for peaceful uses of              

nuclear energy.57  

Whatever the challenges that exist between the two superpowers, both nations see Iran             

and North Korea as the largest diplomatic challenges for non-proliferation, as the Iran nuclear              

deal continues to unfold, it will be seen if they continue to be good-faith members of the NPT                  

regime, while North Korea has become even more intransigent against the international            

community. North Korea still refuses to back down on their nuclear program, despite the              

ongoing diplomatic efforts and UN sanctions against them. The dangerous hermit kingdom is             85

the only nation to leave the NPT, as they did in 2003. The Six-Party talks were launched later                  86

that year by the United States, Russia, China, Japan, The Republic of Korea (South Korea), and                

82  https://fas.org/blogs/security/2016/04/russian-nuclear-forces-2016/ 
83  http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00963402.2016.1170359 
84  http://www.nti.org/learn/countries/russia/ 
85  https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/Nuclearweaponswhohaswhat 
86  http://www.cfr.org/proliferation/six-party-talks-north-koreas-nuclear-program/p13593 



the DPRK regime. These talks broke down in 2009 after a ballistic missile launch by the DPRK                 87

was condemned by the United Nation Security Council Continuing nuclear provocation by Kim             88

Jong-Un’s government led the Republic of Korea to request the deployment of the THAAD              

(Terminal High Altitude Area Defense) system, the United States’ most cutting edge            

anti-ballistic missile system. After the deployment of the system on the peninsula despite protests              

by The People’s Republic of China, the DPRK responded with three ballistic missile launches              

and on September 9th, the regime responded with a fifth nuclear test. Although they have not                

shown the miniaturization technology necessary to combine their allegedly basic nuclear           

weapons with their ballistic missile capabilities, a nuclear-armed North Korea is a profound             

threat to its neighbors and the world disarmament regime. The threat to international peace and               

security from the Democratic People’s Republic of Kore cannot be understated. 

Bloc Positions: 

NPT Depositary States - United States, Russia, and United Kingdom - Nations are the main               

sponsors of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the 1995 Middle East Resolution and are             

committed on different levels to global Non-Proliferation. Out of the three Russia sees            89

non-proliferation as a lower priority than the U.S. and the U.K., but all are willing to help other                  

countries disarm and not themselves yet.  

Moderate Arab States - Egypt (Leader), Algeria, Saudi Arabia  90

Egypt leads this bloc as the biggest proponent of the Zone concept and is a big player in the                   

diplomacy behind the concept. All nations of this bloc firmly believe that a zone is the only way                  

87  http://www.cnn.com/2013/10/29/world/asia/north-korea-nuclear-timeline---fast-facts/ 
88  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/apr/14/north-korea-boycott-nuclear-talks 
89  See 60 

90  See 60 
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to achieve a safer and more cooperative Middle East. In addition, the members of this bloc feel a                  

strong sense of Arab solidarity fueling their genuine concern of Israel’s treatment of Palestinians.              

They are also united by their security concerns over Iran and are ready to negotiate with Iran                 

with the intention to form a zone.  

Saudi Arabia and its Sunni allies have a vested interest in undermining Iranian power,              

fueled by the ongoing Saudi-Iranian rivalry. The aftermath of the Iraq War, which resulted in a                

transition of power from a Sunni minority to a Shia majority, signifies a need for more                

representation of Shia in a Sunni dominated Arab world. The recent events of the Arab Spring                91

have also fueled the Sunni-Shia rivalry with the creation of a power vacuum in Syria, Iraq,                

Libya, Yemen, and Egypt to an extent. This in turn provides more competition for Iran and                92

Saudi Arabia to create more Shia and Sunni satellite states, respectively.  93

Hardline Arab States: Led by Syria, Iran, Lebanon, Libya, Yemen - Nations who             

vehemently oppose the zone concept and hold a deep distrust of neighboring nations, especially              

Israel, whose nuclear arsenal they want to destroy. Many members of this bloc have a long                

history of IAEA violations and failure to comply with their NPT - related obligations. Their               

refusal to recognize Israel as a sovereign, independent nation presents an obstacle if they were to                

reach a nuclear agreement with Israel. In addition, their negative views of Israel are a handicap to                 

achieving mutual sovereignty, meaning that Israel’s right to exist must be recognized and Israel              

must allow Palestine to become an individual state.  

91  http://www.cfr.org/iran/tensions-between-saudi-arabia-iran/p37489 
92  See 91 

93 See 91 
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The events of the Arab Spring have weakened their hardlining views with the             

overthrowing of the Gaddafi regime in Libya and outbreak of violence in Syria, resulting in               

Syrian removal from the Arab League.  

Pro-Israel Nations - United States, Israel, United Kingdom - Nations who have stood by              

Israel throughout its military and diplomatic conflicts in the Middle East. The United States and               

United Kingdom both see Israel as a prime ally in a tough, unpredictable neighborhood of states                

that have complex relationships with the U.S, especially Saudi Arabia. For a long time, the U.S.                

has been sending foreign aid to Israel , which can undermine their credibility in their              94

non-proliferation regime efforts because the financial aid could be used to advance a possible              

Israeli weapons program, something the rest of the world wants to halt. This foreign aid can also                 

be seen as an attempt for the United States to form an American sphere of influence by forcing                  

U.S. interests in the region. In addition, the Iran Nuclear Deal has caused some friction between                

Israel and the United States and United Kingdom as Israel and Saudi Arabia were both ardently                

against it.  

Pro - Syria Nations/Critics of the IAEA - Russia, Syria - Nations who do not see their NPT                  

obligations as top priorities and have long histories of conflicting viewpoints with the IAEA,              

even though Russia is a governing member. During the violent outbreaks in Syria against Syrian               

leader, Bashar Al- Assad, Russia has never publicly condemned his use of chemical weapons              

against his own people. Although the Russians led the disarming of the Syrian state after               95

alleged use of the weapons, Russia has developed a tendency to shield Syria from international               

backlash, especially when the IAEA desired to conduct inspections on Syrian weapons programs.  

94  http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3581.htm 
95  http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-34212324 
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Unrestrained Nations with Nuclear Warheads - Iran, North Korea, Pakistan - Nations who             

have been difficult when approached diplomatically to halt their nuclear weapons programs. In             

addition, many of these nations are not upfront about how advanced their nuclear programs are               

despite the revelation of the A.Q. Khan network in 2004.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. How should the international community enforce a nuclear weapons free zone? Is it even              

enforceable? 

2. Would the implementation of a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone be an infringement on             

national sovereignty?  

3. Which states should be considered part of the Middle East and a potential Nuclear              

Weapons Free Zone? 

4. Should the countries in the Middle East consider forming a unified bloc similar to the               

European Union to implement and sustain a MEWMDFZ? 

5. What makes the year 2016 ripe for a MEWMDFZ? 

6. Why has a MEWMDFZ failed to be implemented? 

Key Terms: 

Nuclear Weapon Free Zone - A regional strategy implemented to reinforce global            

nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament goals and combine the peace and security           

goals of the international community.  

Non-Proliferation Treaty - An international treaty whose main intent is to prevent            

countries without nuclear weapons from acquiring them and countries with them to            



transition towards disarmament. The treaty itself is built on three, highly emphasized            

pillars: disarmament, nonproliferation, and peaceful uses of technology.  

Resolution 1887 - A UN Security Council Resolution that called for "a safer world for all                

and to create the conditions for a world without nuclear weapons in accordance with the               

goals of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), in a way that               

promotes international stability, and based on the principle of undiminished security for            

all." In addition, it reinforced the obligations of the sponsor and signatory states of the               

NPT.  

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty - A legally binding treaty banning the testing of             

nuclear explosives. Also tries to decrease the number of arms races  

UN Security Council Resolution 687 (1991) - Set the terms for ending the Iraqi              

occupation of Kuwait and re-emphasizes the need for a nuclear weapons free Middle East              

and the formation of a zone free of WMD. 

Dual - Use Weapons - Weapons that can be used by both the military, civilians, and                

non-state actors.  
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United Nations General Assembly 

Economic and Financial Council Topic I: Threats to Global Economic Trade and Stability 

Topic Overview: 

On June 23, 2016, the world watched as Britain held a historic referendum to leave the                

European Union. Many experts predicted that despite heavy campaigning for the ‘leave’ camp             

and the chronic grumblings of many Britons against the EU, ‘remain’ would eventually win out,               

and at first, it was. Even those who supported the leave campaign were quietly resigned to the                 

idea that the referendum would change nothing. So when the final results came in with Leave                

winning on the margin of 4% and the Pound dropped to a 31 year low, the world was shocked,                   

not only about what this would mean for the global economy, but for what it said about the                  

future of globalization and international cooperation.  

While many ponder how big of a hit the British and           

European economy will take as a result of this vote, many still            

wait in anticipation of the trouble that still looms on the           

horizon. In order to formally leave the EU, Britain must first           

invoke Article 50, a document that loosely outlines the formal          

procedure for exiting the EU which was passed in 2009. As of            

right now, Britain’s decision to leave the EU, for all official           

purposes, is informal, but once Article 50 is invoked, Britain          

will have two years to negotiate their separation from the EU. The problem is that as Article 50                  

has never been invoked, negotiators will be laying the groundwork for what a separation with the                

EU should look like and the process could take significantly longer than the allotted time.  



Overall though, it is the underlying meaning of the Brexit vote that could have the biggest                

hit on the international community. When experts consider Brexit in the context of historical              

changes in the economy and diplomacy, the result is not that big of a surprise . Furthermore, the                 96

vote, which came as Britain experienced an influx of refugees and immigrants who compete              

against low-paid and unskilled workers for jobs , represents a step away from globalization and              97

open borders to the protectionism of the past. The Brexit vote represents the growing strength of                

populism, not just in Britain and the EU, but throughout the world as people across countries try                 

to make sense of the realities of a global market.  

On the other side of the world, through the Americas and other Pacific countries, a               

completely different scenario is playing out with the Trans-Pacific Partnership. As Britain votes             

to leave the EU, the Trans-Pacific Partnership may create a similar organization half a world               

away with major economic players such as the United States and Japan . China, notably, has not                98

been included in the deal, which could greatly change the nature of trade in the area, but                 

President Jinping of China has hesitantly accepted what the existence of the deal.  

In the United States, President Obama has been a strong advocate for the deal since he                

assumed office and has made it a goal to see it accepted and passed before he leaves next spring.                   

Despite his enthusiasm, however, many American politicians on both sides of the aisle are              

skeptical that the deal will deliver the economic gains to the country that have been promised.                

Likewise, while other countries involved in the deal seem certain that it will work out positively                

for their interests, some of their citizens have expressed fears that this is just a ploy by the United                   

96 “Brexit: This backlash has been a long time coming” by Kevin O’Rourke 
97 “Brexit and globalisation” by Diane Coyle 
98 “TPP: What is it and why does it matter?” from BBC 



States that is not looking to increase diplomatic and economic relations through globalization,             

but to dominate other unsuspecting countries.  

Historical Background: 

While the recent complaints from many Britons about the increase of refugees and             

immigrants may lead some to believe that the UK’s issues with the EU are fairly young, the                 

reality is that the UK and the EU have had a twisted relationship from the very start. Britain                  

joined the predecessor to the EU, the ECC, in 1973, ten years after their first application to join.                  

(Their application was rejected the first time by Charles De Gaulle, who feared British              

dominance in the organization).  

The ECC was an organization created by several European countries to restore economic             

balance to the area following World War Two . Its goal was to increase trade between involved                99

states to help return their damaged economies to full strength and Britain had problems from it                

from the very start. In 1975, Britain held a vote similar to the June 23rd referendum. In that case,                   

remain won with 67% of the vote, but from there, tensions and difficulties with the ECC and                 

later, the EU, only increased. In 1984, for example, then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher              

demanded that the UK pay less into the general fund          

of the ECC as Britain was paying disproportionately        

high amounts when compared with the strength of the         

economy.  

Another point of resentment among Britons      

was the formation of the EU from the ECC in 1993           

99 “The History Behind Brexit” by Sara Pruitt from History.com 



and the increased influence the Union has had since then. This resentment is especially true               

concerning the recent growth in power of Brussels through the nineties and early thousands.              

Many in Britain have come to see the decisions issued from Brussels, where the EU headquarters                

are located, as an uncomfortable and unwanted invasion to British sovereignty . 100

When David Cameron assumed the role of the Prime Minister in 2010, he did his best to                 

set aside the rumblings of those discontent with Britain’s relationship with the EU. He withdrew               

Britain’s support from a center-right leaning party in the European Parliament and did his best to                

ignore the Euro skeptics who called for a referendum to leave the EU as early as 2012. In 2013,                   

however, Cameron gave into their demands and announced at his Bloomberg speech that there              

would be a referendum vote by 2017. Some speculate that Cameron only made this concession               

because he believed that it was doubtful that Eurosceptic parties would gain enough political              

traction to actually succeed. Whatever Cameron’s intentions with the vote, however, there is             

argument that his promise for a referendum only made the situation worse.  

At the same time as he made this promise to Britain to allow them to choose whether or                  

not Britain would remain in the EU, Cameron began working with other countries involved in               

the EU to appease some of the demands of the British public. Mainly, Cameron tried to fulfill a                  

promise he had made in 2010 when he had assumed office to limit the inflow of migrant workers                  

to a more manageable thousands or even hundreds. When Cameron met opposition within the              

EU, however, he quickly backtracked on this promise and aimed instead to limit the benefits               

given to immigrants and migrants who came to the country.  

100 “How did the UK end up voting to leave the EU” by Rowena Mason from The Guardian 



This spring before the vote was put out, Cameron announced his final negotiation with              

the EU, which prevented these workers from gaining benefits until they had been in the country                

for four years. He did not, however, provide any further details to this plan and many viewed it                  

as a failure for Cameron to give the British people what he had promised them. Despite this,                 

Cameron tried to make the best of the situation and hailed the result as a success even as his                   

support started crumbling.  

The history of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, when compared to the long drama between             

Britain and the EU, is much shorter. The deal gains precedence from an agreement created               

between New Zealand, Brunei, Chile and Singapore in 2006 called P4 for the four Pacific               

countries involved . While trade agreements     101

were approved upon quickly, other matter, such       

as financial aspects and disputes, were      

postponed until a later date. The United States        

joined in on those discussions in 2008 under        102

former President Bush. In that same year, the        

creation of the Trans-Pacific Partnership was announced and slowly but surely, other countries             

joined in on negotiations for the agreement. Some of them were already part of bilateral trade                

agreements with the United States, some were not as frequent of trade partners, but by then, the                 

P4 had evolved into a much larger beast.  

101  According to a New Zealand government site briefing the public on the P4 (site found here and in works cited) 
102 “The Origins and Evolutions of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)” by T Rajamoorthy from The Centre for 
Research on Globalization  

https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/free-trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements-in-force/p4/


The system which the TPP aims to set up is somewhat similar to the single market system                 

in the EU, with reduced tariffs on common goods traded between the countries which would               

create greater market competition between these countries once the agreement takes hold. One of              

the most significant differences between the potential TPP agreement and the EU, however, is              

the proportion of the market each entity represents. Already the TPP would represent 40% of the                

global market and represents a far greater slice of the global population than the EU.  

Current Situation: 

With Britain’s vote to leave the EU can an expected drop in their economy and while the                 

effects weren’t astronomical, there may be some       

long term effects not just in Britain but throughout         

Europe . This is especially true as negotiations       103

regarding Britain’s withdrawal from the EU could       

drag on for years, lending a further uncertainty to         

the economic atmosphere in the area. Not to        

mention how Britain's withdrawal sets a new       

precedent for other countries to leave the EU,        

which adds further political and economic      

uncertainty to the once highly regarded Union.       

Before the long term effects of Britain’s       

withdrawal can be considered, however, the      

implications of Article 50 must be considered.  

103 “Brexit decision is likely to reduce growth in the short term” by Ferdinand Fichtner, Christoph Große Steffen, 
Michael Hachula and Thore Schlaak  



Article 50 sets the guidelines for how a member country may withdraw from the EU. As                

it was only past seven years ago in 2009 , no country in the EU had ever invoked Article 50                   104

even though some countries such as Greenland and Algeria have previously withdrawn from the              

predecessor of the EU, the ECC. The importance of both those instances is that they were once                 

colonies of ECC countries, Denmark and France, respectively. Britain will be the first nation to               

withdraw from the EU that was not first the colony of a member country, which will make the                  

situation that much more interesting.  

Because of this unique situation, the officials negotiating Britain’s severance from the            

EU, both for Britain and the EU, will be laying the groundwork for any other similar situations in                  

the future. What’s more, once Article 50 is triggered, a two-year time limit is set on negotiations.                 

During this time, Britain is still technically part of the EU, but it cannot vote or participate in any                   

actions taken by the EU.  

Following this time limit, all EU treaties will cease to apply to Britain, which means that                

Britain may have to individually negotiate trade deals it had partaken as part of the EU and                 

because Britain, as a longstanding member of the EU and previously the ECC, has so many                

entanglements with the union, the process could take longer than that allotted time frame.              

Furthermore, should Britain ever decide that it would like to rejoin the EU, there will be no                 

preferential treatment. Britain will have to go through the same process as every other state               

seeking admittance into the EU, which would mean that the luxuries that Britain has now, like                

use of the Pound instead of the Euro, would be revoked.  

104 “Brexit: All you need to know about the UK leaving the EU” by Brian Wheeler and Alex Hunt from BBC 



As Britain begins to negotiate its way out of the EU, negotiators will likely try to keep                 

Britain involved in the single market economy that the EU employs . Precedent for such a               105

relation can be found in Switzerland who stays involved in the EU’s single market without being                

part of the EU by signing a series of bilateral agreements with the Union. Negotiations to remain                 

involved in the single market may help protect the British economy, which could begin to falter                

as prices on consumer goods rise, companies consider cutting employees and more            106

impoverished areas of the countries stop receiving benefits from the EU.  

In the US and other countries, the TPP has yet to be ratified but many governments,                

including the US, are in full support of the deal, despite doubts at home and abroad. The deal has                   

until February of 2018 to be ratified by participating countries and many believe that without full                

backing from the US and Japan, the agreement will lack the teeth and support it needs to                 

succeed. As such, the US congress has granted President Obama fast-track authority over the              

deal. With this authority, congress can only ratify or reject the agreement, and while this cuts out                 

lengthy debate, there are also drawbacks. For example, congress can ratify the agreement and              

overlook any negative effects it may have on the country’s economy or they can reject it and                 

ignore any potential benefits.  

Critics within the US fear that the advantages of the Trans-Pacific Partnership are             

negligible for American workers and that the agreement represents more the interests of “Big              

Business”. They fear that the agreement will simply allow companies to export jobs to other               

105 Former Prime Minister David Cameron’s Bloomberg Speech 
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countries and are overall worried, as those who supported the Brexit, that globalization of this               

sort will have a negative effect on domestic jobs .  107

Further concerns include the belief that tariffs imposed on many countries are so minimal              

that their removal will have no effect and the fact that trade with some countries in the agreement                  

has been historically low and will not change because of the agreement. In fact, they argue that                 

the net impact will be negative . Furthermore, the secrecy with which negotiations for the deal               108

have been clouded in secrecy which has raised some alarm for many citizens of countries               

involved in the deal. Still, supporters argue that secrecy is necessary because not all sections of                

the agreement are official yet.  

Despite any qualms that critics may have, however, supporters argue mainly that the             

United States and other countries cannot afford to turn away from a more globalized market at                

this time, regardless of any losses because they will be inconsequential. The Trans-Pacific             

Partnership would not only allow for increased trade or regular goods between involved             

countries, but also the exchange of knowledge- and intellectual-intensive fields, which the US             

has typically dominated at. And to the critics who say that the agreement will outsource               

American jobs to foreign countries, supporters argue that those jobs lost in the 2008 recession               

were never coming back to the states anyway.  

On the fringe of negotiations is China, who has hesitantly come to accept the deal. Some                

critics have claimed that by not including China, the deal cannot be as effective as it can be for                   

improving working standards, which are notoriously poor. Yet supporters say that because China             

107 “Why TPP Is a Bad Deal for America and American Workers” by Joseph Stiglitz from The Franklin Institute  
108  “Why Obama’s key trade deal with Asia would actually be good for American workers” by David Autor, David 
Dorn and Gordon H. Hanson from Washington Post 



is trade partners with many countries involved in the Trans-Pacific Partnership that China will              

have to raise its standards by association and as other countries take advantage of the partnership                

to trade with countries that do have high standards for worker conditions.  

Bloc Positions: 

Even though the UK referendum demonstrates the desire of many Britons to leave the              

Union, many officials both within the UK and the EU want the transition to go as smoothly as                  

possible. Essentially this means that officials from both parties want to work to get the best deal                 

possible out of any negotiations that come once Article 50 is invoked. A likely goal for both the                  

EU and the UK would to continue some sort of trade partnership so that both of them can                  

continue to thrive.  

The main cause for concern within the EU and the international community right now is               

when Britain will elect to invoke Article 50. Current Prime Minister Theresa May has promised               

not to invoke Article 50 until at least 2017, but political pressure from former leave campaigners                

may force her to invoke it sooner. Still, others within Britain argue that Article 50 cannot be                 

formally invoked without an act of Parliament and if it were put to Parliament, the outcome of                 109

the vote is largely uncertain. On one hand, many members of Parliament fell into the remain                

camp and could vote against invoking Article 50 and essentially reversing the decision of the               

June referendum. On the other hand, Parliament may vote to invoke the article so as to align with                  

the wishes of their constituents and not risk removal from office during the next election cycle.  

Concerns regarding Britain’s formal removal from the EU also extend past Britain’s            

borders to Britons who have retired to countries such as Italy and Spain and now enjoy the                 

109 “Article of Destiny” from The Economist 



benefits of opened borders and a shared market, among other shared systems, between Britain              

and other EU countries. While many Britons casting their ballots on June 23rd seemed focused               

on the immigrants coming into their country, evidently few focused on those British ex-patriots              

who live outside the country . Besides Britons living abroad, though, negotiations could affect             110

elections in EU states, like France and potentially Italy as politicians gear up for a heated                

election and voters place ballots based on leaders’ Article 50 negotiation promises. 

The TPP could greatly change the economic environment for all involved countries.            

When considering the effects of TPP, the effects that globalization will have on the market have                

to be taken into account. On one hand, deals like the TPP often lead to the outsourcing of jobs to                    

countries where labor is cheaper, but on the other, the increased competition often allows              

economies to thrive, as New Zealand’s did with P4. The enforceable standards that the TPP               

promises also mean the quality of worker conditions could improve in countries where they’ve              

been historically low. Still, criticism both in and outside of the United States suggests that there                

is cause to be wary of of the deal as well because Big Business involvement means that it                  

ultimately, the deal won’t work for laborers and will hurt a country’s economy more than help it.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. What can the international community do to minimize the impacts of the Brexit on the               

global and European economy? 

2. What would a “good” result of negotiations for Britain to leave the EU look like?  

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the TPP for all countries involved? 

110 “Daily Chart: Britain votes to leave the EU” from The Economist 
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4. Can the TPP really deliver on all that it promises (enforceable standards, increased trade              

for all countries, etc.)?  

5. What are the similarities and the differences to these two issues? What do they both mean                

for globalization and the changing economic climate of the international market? 

Resources: 

“Brexit: This backlash has been a long time coming” by Kevin O’Rourke 

“Brexit and globalisation” by Diane Coyle 

“The History Behind Brexit” by Sara Pruitt from History 

“How did the UK end up voting to leave the European Union?” from The Guardian 

“Brexit decision is likely to reduce growth in the short term” by Ferdinand Fichtner,              

Christoph Große Steffen, Michael Hachula and Thore Schlaak 

“Brexit: All you need to know about the UK leaving the EU” from BBC 

David Cameron’s Bloomberg Speech 

“Straws in the Wind” from The Economist 

“Article of Destiny” from The Economist 

“Daily Chart: Britain votes to leave the EU” from The Economist* 

Article 50 TEU: Withdrawal of a Member State from the EU; briefing from the European               

Parliament 

“TPP: What is it and why does it matter?” from BBC 

https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/free-trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements-in-force/

p4/ (New Zealand site about P4) 
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“The Origins and Evolutions of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)” by T Rajamoorthy            

from The Centre for Research on Globalization 

“Why TPP Is a Bad Deal for America and American Workers” by Joseph Stiglitz from               

The Franklin Institute 

“Why Obama’s key trade deal with Asia would actually be good for American workers”              

by David Autor, David Dorn and Gordon H. Hanson from Washington Post 

https://ustr.gov/tpp/#text (US TPP Website) 

http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/tpp-ptp/in

dex.aspx?lang=eng (Canadian TPP Website) 
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United Nations General Assembly  

Economic and Financial Committee Topic II: Debt Forgiveness in Africa 

Topic Overview: 

Over the past decade, African countries have had a considerable part of their public debts               

forgiven by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank in order to alleviate crushing               

financial strain caused by corrupt and totalitarian regimes during the Cold War and the end of the                 

twentieth century. To supplement the forgiven debt and help governments build up a strong              

economy, in 2007 African countries began tapping into international markets by selling            

Eurobonds with the goal of bringing investment home. These resources are meant to improve              111

the quality of institutions dependent on government support, most notably health and education.             

However, a trend has begun to surface in the way that African countries borrow money, and the                 

growing debt relative to Gross Domestic Product stirs concerns not only of the inability of               

African countries to pay, but of the creation of an irresponsible and cyclical borrowing behavior               

alternating between a dependence on the IMF and the World Bank to forgive the debts when they                 

become troublesome and an enthusiastic over-borrowing motivated by the need to maintain fast             

growth, which eventually lead to the same financial struggles the debt-forgiveness seeks to             

alleviate. This cycle will not only erode investors trust and therefore unachievable in the               112 113

long term, but more importantly be counter-productive to the goal of having financially             

unburdened and self-sustainable African countries. 

111 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-africa-debt-sustainability-analysis-idUSBREA2H08B20140318 
112 See 111 
113http://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/august-2015/borrowing-responsibly-africa%E2%80%99s-debt-challeng
e  
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Historical Background: 

The International Monetary Fund has tackled the debt-relief effort toward Africa since            

1996 with two efforts: Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative and the later follow up               

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) in 2005. The idea behind the HIPC Initiative was to               

launch a comprehensive program that would fulfill the goals of the IMF in poverty-stricken              

countries. The IMF’s mission is to help ensure the stability in the international system by               

keeping track of the global economy and the economies of member countries, lending to              

countries with balance of payments difficulties and giving practical help to members.            114

Considering that by 1996, most of the 189 IMF members had already joined the fund , the                115

HIPC was a comprehensive program with the aim of fulfilling its goals.  

Joining efforts with the World Bank, the IMF launched the HIPC with the ideal that no                

poor country should face a debt burden it cannot manage. Since 1996, alongside multilateral              

organizations and governments they have provided $76 billion USD in debt-relief over time to              

36 countries, 30 which are in Africa. There are two steps in which the HIPC initiative provides                 116

relief, the first one being the decision point, where temporal debt relief is provided to manage                

emergency burdens while guaranteeing that the target country fulfills the following criteria:  

1. “Be eligible to borrow from the World Bank’s International Development          

Agency, which provides interest-free loans and grants to the world’s poorest           

countries, and from the IMF’s Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust, which           

provides loans to low-income countries at subsidized rates; 

114https://www.imf.org/external/about/ourwork.htm  
115https://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/memdate.htm  
116 http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/hipc.htm  
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2. Face an unsustainable debt burden that cannot be addressed through traditional           

debt relief mechanisms; 

3. Have established a track record of reform and sound policies through IMF-and           

World Bank–supported programs; and 

4. Have developed a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) through a        

broad-based participatory process in the country.”   117

Once the decision point is fulfilled, countries must achieve completion point by            

establishing a positive track record in front of the IMF and the World Bank, implement in a                 

satisfactory manner key reforms established in the decision point and adopt and implement the              

PRSP for at least one year. Once these criteria are completed, a country is subject to full debt                  

relief. 

The success behind debt relief is not to wipe the country's balance sheet clean of debt, but                 

rather free resources for social spending. This means that instead of spending their money and               

other less-liquid assets on debt, which was the case before HIPC where eligible countries spent               

more on debt service than health and education combined, now they increase spending in these               

government-provided services, paying five times more than their debt-service payments. In short,            

decreasing the debt-burden allows governments to strengthen their institutions by pouring more            

resources and therefore increasing their capabilities. 

Between the HIPC Initiative and the MDRI, the United Nations Department of Economic             

and Social Affairs created the Financing for Development Office (FfDO) in 2003 to bring into               

effect resolution 57/273 of the General Assembly . The FfDO arose from the Monterrey             118

117http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/hipc.htm  
118http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/57/273&Lang=E  
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Conference, hailed as the beginning of a more cohesive approach toward global economic and              

financial problems. Counting more than fifty heads of state and two hundred foreign affairs,              

trade, development and finance ministers, it became the largest U.N. sponsored event and gave              

rise to the “Monterrey Consensus”. Being adopted by these countries, after exchanging views of              

the economy, the consensus planned an integrated approach to global development with the             

involvement of the U.N., the World Bank, the IMF and the World Trade Organization. Taken               119

into action the Monterrey Consensus, the FfDO organizes and mobilizes the United Nations             

efforts relating financial aid for development alongside hosting summits to discuss the            

effectiveness of measures taken and the road ahead. It’s latest summit, which took place in               120

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on July 2015, highlights the use of blended finance in order to solve the                 121

modern financial struggles . As defined by the World Economic Forum, blended finance is an              122

approach to development finance that uses both government and philanthropic funds in order to              

develop and attract private investment, with the goal of driving social, environmental and             

economic progress while achieving returns to investors in line with market risk. This             123

underscores the perceived importance that in order to move forward, governments must rely on              

private capital to build a responsible and sustainable economic environment that works for             

everyone involved.  

As the efforts of the FfDO began, the G8 meeting of 2005 gave rise to the Multilateral                 

Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI), with the objective of stepping up the efforts of the HIPC Initiative                

by canceling 100% of the debt of countries that had, or would eventually achieve, completion               

119 http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/overview/monterrey-conference.html  
120 http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/overview/mission-statement.html  
121 http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/ffd3/  
122 http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/ffd3/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/04/Business-Forum-Summary.pdf  
123 http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Blended_Finance_How_To_Guide.pdf  
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point. The main motivator behind the MDRI was to help achieve the Millennium Development              

Goals of the United nations. Although the MDRI ceased considering countries for debt relief              

after 2004, it cleared $3.4 billion USD in debt. Considering that the debt relief was promoted by                 

the IMF, the International Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank and the African              

Development Fund, a substantial amount of debt was cleared. This however does not include              

private creditors who declined debt-forgiveness or relief. None-the-less, by taking a more            124

supportive approach to the HIPC, the aided countries had their financial constraints greatly             

diminished. 

With the outlook clear, in 2007 Ghana was the first debt-relief beneficiary to tap into               

international markets by emitting a 10-year Eurobond, gaining $750 million in the process.             125

Soon, countries such as Senegal, Nigeria, Zambia and Rwanda followed Ghana’s example.            

Emitting a Eurobond, or any sort of bond, is a method for governments to gain money from                 

investors. By taking the cash flow in the present, they promise a certain return in a pre-defined                 

time period. Although no African country is in risk of defaulting, the increase in debt               126

compared to their GDP stirs memories of their debt-riddled past, increases risk premium             

(Meaning governments have to pay more in the future to borrow money in the present) and                

increases the vulnerability they have to financial shocks. Ghana’s debt, for example, now             

amounts to 67% of the GDP, a pointed increase from the 38% present during 2008. Ghana has                 127

been the most remarkable example of African Countries attempting to shore in capital in order to                

maintain their sterling growth performance. Although countries have their ups and downs, for             

124 https://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/mdri.htm  
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example Nigeria growing 10% in 2010 and Central African Republic contracting 36% in 2013,              

economic growth stagnant overall across the continent since 2013 . While attempting to offset             128

stagnation and keep up with its projected growth and governmental budget through debt, it is               

important to note that an unbridled increase in investment not only threatens the economic              

fundamentals of African countries, but also deteriorates the regulating institutions that find            

themselves overburdened in terms of fiscal control and capital applications.   129

Current Situation: 

Despite the aid provided by several states, African economies still need international            

support for growth and prosper. In the Third International Conference of Financing for             

Development held in Ethiopia last year, governments recognized that African countries need to             

cooperate with the rest of the world to increase their revenue by implementing fair tax policies                

that aim to decrease illicit flows and corruption, increase the education, health and water and               

sanitation services to its citizens, modernize the continent through the introduction of            

technologies presented in developed countries in order to strengthen financial markets and            

legitimize the one third of children under five that are not registered upon birth, and lastly                

provide a long term solution by investing in agricultural development, infrastructure, energy,            

trade and private finance.   130

Even though there are considerable areas of growth, African countries are in a better              

position today thanks to international aid than they were two or three decades ago. Dependency               

upon commodities has been reduced through diversification and the institutions representing the            

countries are strengthening, with few exceptions such as South Sudan, meaning it will be easier               

128http://www.africaneconomicoutlook.org/en/statistics  
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for investors to trust and lend, while at the same time by being held accountable by private                 

entities the governments tend grow responsible. Their challenge, however, is the wise            131

application of borrowed money opposite to fund mismanagement.  

In its fundamental level, debt is considered good when it is used to obtain an asset that                 

will provide earnings in the future. Governments, due to their mandate, have to invest in projects                

that rather than generate future earnings, depreciate over time. Be it real estate such as schools or                 

infrastructure ranging from dams and highways, governments have to juggle between           

investments that provide social benefits and investments that provide a capital gain.   132

The African future seems promising, yet the HIPC initiative is phasing out, bringing a              

decrease in official aid. In order to achieve expectations, states across the continent have incurred               

in a pattern of increasing debt through International Markets. Even though the terms were              

promising for African countries a decade ago, several international factors have hampered            

African countries ability to employ Eurobonds as effective borrowing tools. Adding to African             

woes, their currencies have weakened and the price of commodities have decreased, increasing             

constraints over governmental budgets.  

Since the U.S. Federal Reserve opted to increase interest rates and end the post-2008 era               

of cheap money, investors have fled to higher-yielding emerging markets. This presents a             

two-fold problem: The countries that managed to attract investors through projected high growth             

have the pressure to achieve impose expectations or fall into debt servicing problems, while the               

countries that have been branded as second-class investment options due to projected            

expectations have struggled to find the same benefits they had once achieve from the bond               
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market as a higher return is expected. In short, the tightening U.S. policy has made debt                133

payment more expensive as rates have gone up, while at the same time it has increased the cost                  

of incurring new debt. Considering that the World Bank reports an average GDP growth in the                

region at 4.6%, with a gradual rise toward 5.1% in 2017, the International concern is that African                 

countries are borrowing too fast in the personal, corporate and governmental sphere of the              

economic environment.   134

An important caveat is that although the trend is alarming, Africa is not sliding into a                

debt crisis. Its fundamentals remain low compared to other regions and to historic data. The only                

exception is Mozambique, which missed a May 23th deadline to pay $178 million USD in               

interest payment and owes foreign creditors $9.84 billion USD.   135

Both the International community and the African Development Bank see turning toward            

domestic markets while strengthening local institutions as a solution against the slowing            

effectiveness of the Eurobond. The implementation of borrowing strategies, shock buffers           

against market fluctuations, reduction on commodity dependency through diversification,         

employment of sovereign bonds rather than international Eurobonds, effective tax collection,           

transparency and the use of local debt markets are needed for African countries to borrow in a                 

responsible and sustainable manner. 

African countries have work to do in order to achieve prosperity, but it is important to                

consider the way in which international actors attempt to benefit from the process of growth               

through investment. Several international agents invest in the region, with China being the main              
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source of foreign capital. Foreign direct investment can be beneficial for the host to catch up to                 

more developed countries, added to improved resilience against crisis, strengthening of           

economic ties between those involved and it is proven to be the most effective and therefore                

favorite form to receive investment. However, FDI has also been related to weakening credit              

ratings and it is considered a transfer of ownership from domestic to foreign residents as it allows                 

foreign investors to take control of the host’s resources and management of firms.   136

Bloc Positions: 

Three broad positions can be inferred from the political and economic environment of             

debt forgiveness in Africa. 

The first block is comprised of the independent institutions meant to represent and             

promote the best interests of the International Community. The IMF and the World Bank have               

continued the HIPC initiative as they seek to maintain the peace and prosperity of the countries                

involved. However, the debt these institutions had the sovereignty to forgive has been forgiven,              

leaving them to use moral suasion to convince the rest of the creditors to forgive or decrease the                  

debt. They have not been an effective agent of action as most private creditors do not                137

participate in the HIPC initiative and thus a new approach would be needed by these institutions.                

On the other hand, is the United Nation’s FfDO has been the main focus of international efforts                 

to improve the economic outlook of Africa by hosting international conferences to spread ideas,              

alongside the organization of resources in order to achieve the infrastructural changes needed to              

strengthen the financial and economic environments of its members. The FfDO has shifted from              

136 http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2001/06/loungani.htm  
137http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/hipc.htm  
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debt forgiveness, but even though it includes several prominent figures, in the end it has no                

mandate over the policies enacted by its member states.  

The second block is composed of African countries who struggle between a more             

constricting bond market, the pressure to achieve economic expectations, corruption and illicit            

flows characteristic of a developing economy and the increase in debt that could lead to a default                 

if the situation spirals out of control. Since the initial debt forgiveness, African countries have               

made inroads to strengthen their markets and economies, however they are reluctant to             

implement the changes recommended by experts as they keep tapping into the international bond              

market for cash inflows. Each African country has its own specific needs and projects, however               

they all compete for foreign investment and rush to increase and maintain development in key               

governmental areas.  

The existence of several economic communities in Africa increases the difficulty of            

properly assessing the best way to implement funds, address regional blocs and tackle economic              

difficulties. The economic regional blocs in Africa are characterized because of their diverse             

interests and overlapping memberships. One of the most active regional blocs is the East African               

Community (EAC), comprised of Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi, but Kenya,            

Rwanda, Burundi and Uganda are also part of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern               

Africa (COMESA), while Tanzania is also a member of the Southern African Development             

Community (SADC). The EAC, COMESA and SADC are the most relevant blocs due to their               

dynamic and fast integration agenda aimed at strengthen their own economies, however regional             

blocs abound in Africa. To name a few, there is the Intergovernmental Authority for              

Development (IGAD), the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and the            



Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), all which compete against each             

other as the results from their economic partnership agreements with European nations and other              

entities. These partnership agreements are not complementary between eastern and southern           

Africa as the interests of African states do not align and many seek to obtain an edge compared                  

to their neighboring nations.   138

The last block is represented by foreign countries who invest in the continent. Foreign              

Direct Investment is focused on the development of infrastructure, industry, transportation,           

telecommunications, extraction of natural resources, water supply, among others. The leader of            

investment in African countries is China, which has used private equity as a façade for China                

Development Bank . Chinese firms have had an increased participation in the region, with a              139

focus on South Africa and Ethiopia . Other countries, most notably the United States, have              140 141

lagged behind as investment in Africa has been branded pouring money in the lost continent.               

Zambia’s minister of commerce has warned Americans that they are losing investment and             

influence opportunities by forgoing Africa as a choice, insisting it isn’t late to take a soft power                 

approach to the region while at the same time praising China for its mastery over this strategy.                 142

As stated before, FDI has its benefits and detriments, and it is up to each country to decide if                   

participation is worthwhile.  

Although it is not a state nor an international entity, it is important to consider the role of                  

investors when it comes to debt cycles, policy and perception. Investor's goal is to allocate assets                

in a way that it maximizes profit, especially when comparing it to other options. This use of                 

138http://www.igd.org.za/jdownloads/Occasional%20Papers/igd_op_57.pdf  
139 http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=65352417  
140http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-14/chinese-to-invest-2-8-billion-in-south-africa-economic-zone  
141http://www.aigaforum.com/articles/Chinese_Investment_in_Ethiopia_052009.htm  
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opportunity cost usually deters investors from lending money to governments that are considered             

to have a high credit risk. However, it is important to note that when there is an entity that is able                     

to bail out the country acquiring debt, these considerations evaporate and the deterrent stops              

working. For example, investors kept lending to Greece under the assumption that it was going               

to be bailed out by the European Community, while investors also lend more than they should                143

have to Puerto Rico, under the same assumption except in this case the savior was the United                 

States. In the end, due to political influences on the financial markets, investors change their               144

behavior with the expectation that the risk will be covered by a third party. This expectation was                 

rewarded with the Greek bond, one of the best performers by September 2015, with a yield of                 

101%. It is important to consider investor’s behavior because excessive lending eventually            145

leads to financial crisis. This occurs when the bond reaches maturity and the state is unable to                 

pay investors, prompting detrimental legislation such as austerity, increases social turmoil as            

people rush to take money out of their banks and take to the streets, while political                146

fragmentation occurs with a tendency of favoring radical far right-parties. Although the            147

situations are different, in order to preserve the stability of states targeted by any legislation,               

consideration should be given to the incentives created for the private sector when establishing              

any policy that aims to change the economic behavior and environment of an industry, or in this                 

case, a state. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Should African Debt be forgiven? What are the risks and consequences of each decision? 

143  http://www.vox.com/2015/7/1/8871509/greece-charts  
144 http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/business/dealbook/puerto-rico-debt-crisis-explained.html?_r=0  
145https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2015-09-11/greece-the-world-s-best-investment-no-joke-  
146 http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bankrun.asp  
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2. Should the International Community limit the amount of debt African countries can            

incur? Why?  

3. Ought the approach taken by International organizations toward debt forgiveness in           

Africa be updated? Will it still be part of their mandate?  

4. To which degree should the international community curtail the sovereignty of African            

nations in order to establish adequate policy measures to achieve responsible borrowing? 

5. Should FDI be monitored and limited in order to protect the host state sovereignty and               

prevent abuses? Why?  

6. What will be the response of the private sector? Consider investors, civil associations,             

philanthropies and private companies. Who is favored by this response, and how does             

this benefit the economy in the region?  

7. Should this initiative be extended to nations grappling with debt located outside Africa?  

Key Terms: 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization that aims to foster global monetary             

cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, reduce poverty around          

the world, promote high employment and sustainable economic growth. 

Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative is the joint effort between the IMF and              

the World Bank to approach debt reduction and ensure that no poor country faces an               

unmanageable debt burden.  

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) was the step-up of the HIPC Initiative which             

provided 100% relief on eligible debt to countries already aided by the HIPC Initiative. 



Financing for Development Office (FfDO) is a branch of the U.N. Department of             

Economic and Social Affairs in charge of providing effective support to the resolutions of the               

Financing for Development international conferences.  

Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper are comprehensive guidelines created by governments          

of in low-income countries seeking IMF financial aid. These papers contain an assessment of              

the poverty challenges while detailing macroeconomic, social and structural programs that           

will make use of the funds to promote growth and decrease poverty.  148

Resolution 57/273 of the General Assembly builds upon resolution 56/210 B in which they              

endorsed the idea behind the Monterrey Consensus. Through resolution 57/273 the General            

Assembly expressed their support to the Monterrey Consensus and prompts the creation of             

the Financial for Development Office inside the Economic and Social Affairs. The Financial             

for Development Office mandate is to focus the follow-up efforts of the United Nations in               

regard to the approach offered by the consensus, especially when it comes to promoting,              

involving and maintaining economic and financing relationships between relevant         

stakeholders. 
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United Nations General Assembly 

Social, Cultural, and Humanitarian Committee Topic I:  

Improving Conditions for Refugees and Immigrants 

Topic Outline: 

Over the past ten years, geopolitical turmoil and conflict has led to an overwhelming tide               

of refugees and immigration. Factors such as increased poverty levels due an economic collapse,              

rogue states and increased terrorism due to multiple wars and armed conflicts, and civil wars due                

to globalization and the impact of our social networking all have led to millions being forced to                 

flee their homes. These refugee crises add up to the largest number of refugees worldwide since                

World War II. As a result, the international community has reacted in a variety of ways, both                 149

helping and hurting the crisis. 

The causes of these crises are imperative to understanding what can and must be done to                

improve the conditions in which refugees live. One of the primary causes is armed conflict,               150

including terrorism, Civil War and Regional Instability. In Libya and Ukraine, civil war has led               

to over 1 million refugees in each nation. In Iraq and Syria, a mix of Civil War and Terrorism                   

has driven over 8 million to flee to other nations, and in Egypt, Jordan, Turkey and Lebanon, the                  

collateral damage of bordering war-torn nations has driven an additional 4 million to flee. 

In other cases, domestic issues such as bad governance, economic turmoil and high crime              

drives people to flee. In places like Venezuela and Central America, thousands are fleeing for               

better nations due to the lack of action by the local governments to provide common services and                 

149http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/06/09/world/migrants-global-refugee-crisis-mediterranean-ukraine-syri
a-rohingya-malaysia-iraq.html?_r=0 
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to effectively fight crime. In Southeast Asia, changes in political leadership, which has resulted              151

in harsher and less tolerant governments coming to power, has led to thousands of refugees as                

well. 

Within all of these crises, conditions are deteriorating for a variety of reasons. In many                

of these issues, due to the refugee host countries proximity to the armed conflict the refugees are                 

fleeing, their governments are unable to provide services that allow adequate conditions to be              

provided. This has led to thousands living in shelters with rough conditions including a lack of                152

electricity, running water and inadequate food supplies. Additionally, over 14% of refugees don’t             

even live in a shelter and for those that travel across the Mediterranean Sea, if they survive they                  

are often detained and forced to live in detention centers for days violating their right to due                 

process. Those who do stay in camps are often forced to endure the conditions that include                153

being 20% over capacity. 

Historical Background: 

At the conclusion of the second world war, there were over 11 million displaced persons               

and refugees in Germany alone and millions more across the European Continent. In an effort to                

aid in resolving this massive conflict after the war, the international community came together to               

create the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration in an effort to collaboratively             

work to end this crisis. Overall the process took over 15 years with most Jewish Refugees fleeing                 

151http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/special-reports/understanding-central-american-refugee-crisis-why-they-are-fle
eing 
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ons-syrian-refugees.html 
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to the newly created state of Israel, and most Eastern European and German refugees fled to                

Western States like Britain, France and the United States to escape the emerging Soviet control.  

While domestically some nations held discriminatory practices in taking in refugees,           

overall the UNRRA was seen as a success. In the process, proper necessities were provided               154

and overall things like healthcare and housing were at a quality that was required for refugees.                

Additionally, the organization properly worked with ethnic groups to prevent the tensions that             

caused so many problems during the war. Organizations for more specific purposes in the area of                

refugees were created as well like the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee as well as               

the Organization for Rehabilitation through Training.  155

Overall, the refugee crisis after World War II was the largest to have ever impacted the                

modern world. With millions of refugees in addition to a continent that was ravaged by war, the                 

task with solving it while avoiding the ethnic issues that escalated the war in the first place was                  

difficult, but something that through organization and efficiency was accomplished. While no            

one refugee crisis is seen as more important than another one, the history behind this one and                 

how the world solved it set several standards for the future and should be looked to as we deal                   

with the problems of the present. 

In 1950, the United Nations centralized its refugee efforts under its own jurisdiction by              

creating the United Nations High Commission on Refugees, an agency that organizes efforts to              

combat the problems facing and causing refugee crises. Following the creation of this agency,              156

the UN sought to standardize what they identify as a refugee crisis and common ways nations                

154http://www.npr.org/2015/12/31/461627659/europes-refugee-crisis-pales-in-comparison-to-world-war-ii-aftermat
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could contribute to combating them. In 1951, they held a convention in order to properly discuss                

a framework among nations for dealing with future refugee crises. Through this framework and              

its amendments, an international standard has been accepted by most nations when faced with              

refugees.   157

In 1956, the first refugee crises emerged in which the recently formed UNHCR took              

action to mitigate its effects. They aided in the organization of resettlement and the distribution               

of resources to the refugees where it was necessary. As the next few decades progressed,               

progress was widespread in the area of decolonization across Africa and Latin America, but it               

came with problems as these new governments often lacked stability leading to ethnic clashes              

and often refugee crises. The first of these emerged in Burundi and Rwanda, in which leadership                

instability led to a crisis in which over 1 million refugees poured into neighboring nations. Over                

the course of the next decade, Mozambique fell into Civil War, in which an additional 1 million                 

refugees fled to Angola and South Africa.  158

As instability occurred across the continent, regional action occurred in order to assist in              

how neighboring nations could deal with the increasingly common crises of refugees. The             

Organization for African Unity held a convention in order for nations to discuss precedents and               

protocols on refugees, specifically the policy on borders. This convention was the first regional              

convention of its kind, and was a major step forward for the way African States dealt with                 

refugee crises occurring around them. The policy that was followed from the 1960s to the 1990s                

emerged from this convention, and maintained that a policy of Open Borders was mutual among               

African States and that all states should treat refugees in a proper manner. 

157 http://www.unhcr.org/turkey/home.php?lang=en&page=53 
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In Latin America, several cultural and political revolutions occurred in the 1970s and             

1980s that led to thousands fleeing for a better home. These refugees came from nations like                159

Guatemala, Cuba, Nicaragua and El Salvador, that either experienced heavy outside influence or             

got transformed by the emerging drug trade. In the United States, a more legal and easy means to                  

assist those seeking refugee was passed through the United States Congress in acts like the               

Cuban Adjustment Act and the 1980 Refugee Act. 

In the 1990s, as terrorist organizations became more prevalent, stateless nations began to             

emerge. Countries like Somalia collapsed and international action to prevent things from getting             

out of hand in these countries repeatedly failed. As a result, the UNHCR had to step up to assist                   

those seeking a safer home. In what is known as the Somali Displacement Crisis, millions of                

refugees were moved from the Horn of Africa to other neighboring nations like Kenya, Uganda               

and Ethiopia.  160

In 1992, the UNHCR had to deal with what was considered the largest refugee crises to                

date when the nation of Yugoslavia collapsed at the beginning of the Serbian War. As a result of                  

this crisis, over 2 million people were displaced across Southeastern Europe, and a war that               

lasted several years created difficulty for the international community to react. After nearly 3              161

years of war and conflict, over 3 million people were displaced in some way by the conflict.                 

Furthermore, as the world became more globalized, the root causes of these crises became more               

prevalent. Things like military interventions in more retracted ways led to the beginning of              

refugee crises in the places like Afghanistan, Ukraine, Iraq, Libya and Somalia. As these nations               

collapsed into turmoil, millions fled to neighboring countries.  
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Following the Global Recession of 2008, many countries stayed in a more permanent             

state of economic distress, leading to nations in Southeast Asia and Latin America to continue to                

see expanded inequality and extreme poverty. As a result, economic migrants and refugees             

became more common in these regions. In Latin America specifically, millions have fled since              

the 1960s to the United States and Canada for a better economic opportunity. In the United                162

States, they have reacted by passing federal laws that make being an economic migrant easier,               

and give them legal rights under their laws. As a result of increases in this international                

immigration, the 2003 migrant convention was held to determine international protocol for what             

nations can do to allow economic migrants to peacefully and rightfully find the economic              

prosperity they seek in their nations. As we come to the present, international terrorism and               163

increases in the numbers of refugees has begun to foster backlash and harsher restrictions on               

migrants and refugees. 

Current Situation: 

Currently, immigration is reaching its highest levels ever, primarily due to the more             

relaxed laws in the international community. Higher levels of provocation and the increased             

rights given to migrants have also played a role. In the past 20 years, over 200 million people                  

have immigrated, primarily for political and economic reasons. In many nations, the domestic             164

policies have become unattractive to a minority of people that often aren’t given proper              

representation leading to these people fleeing the country.  
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As of the past year, the most common areas for migrant passage included the              

Mediterranean Sea, in which over 100,000 Libyans sought safety in Greece and Italy. Over 1,000               

drowned in the process making it one of the world's most dangerous passages. The conditions for                

these migrants are currently going to get worse, as the European Union has voted to refuse                

financial assistance for nations’ Coast Guards, who are often helping rescue these people.             

Furthermore, the 2015 Summit for European Union Nations on Borders resulted in efforts to              

increase border security, making passage between nations even more difficult. While European            

Nations are making migration more difficult, the nations in Northern Africa are failing to react to                

these crises in nations like Sudan and Libya, resulting in only higher numbers of migrants. Other                

European Union policies that include distributing migrants across member states has led to             

violence and backlash among nations, including election of more conservative leaders and            

increased security and migrant detainment only worsening the conditions for refugees that do             

make it to Europe.   165

Additionally, while there is standard among nations when it comes to housing refugees in              

the short term, in the long term efforts have failed. Recently, the UNHCR has had a 1% success                  

rate with refugee resettlement, meaning the current crises of refugees internationally could be             

more long term than anyone is prepared for. While most nations in the immediate wake of this                 166

refugee crises were able to properly react, as this crisis has become more prolonged the               

responses of people and nation states have become more aggressive and nativist. If this crisis is                

prolonged for a significant amount of time longer, things will get much worse. 
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Of the refugees seeking resettlement, more recently the average amount of time they             

spent in a refugee camp was 5 years. During that time, they often tried but failed to permanently                  

resettle, return home, or obtain a more permanent asylum. Due to the growing size of the refugee                 

crises, the UNHCR’s capacity to monitor the conditions and treatment of refugees throughout the              

process has become significantly more limited. As a result, atrocities and violations against the              

rights of migrants have been continuously committed. The first often comes when they enter the               

continent. By European Law, all migrants must be fingerprinted upon entering the continent and              

documented so that their movements may be tracked. While some nations are failing or waving               

the process of doing this, the European Union has begun contemplating penalties for nations that               

fail to do so. Due to the conditions and oppressive governments many refugees are fleeing, they                

are often fearful of the process when they are confronted with it upon arrival in Europe. As a                  

result, many reject it or fight it leading to complications from a process that is viewed by many                  

as invasive and unnecessary.  167

Other abuses being seen in nations is the writing of numbers or codes on the arms of                 

refugees upon entering the country. This has drawn comparisons to prison and has been              

criticized as abusive treatment. European Law also allows nation states to arrest or detain              

refugees for any reason and hold them for several months without trial. As a result, hundreds of                 

thousands across the continent have been detained illegally and not given due process.             

Additionally, in places with both rights and abused rights, the quality of food and health care is                 

slipping to lower and lower levels, as conditions become increasingly overcrowded. 

167http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/refugee-crisis-four-ways-european-countries-treat-asylum-se
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In addition to the refugee crisis spread across the European Continent, crises in other              

areas of the globe have led to concerns on the treatment of refugees and migrants as well as new                   

conditions that must be addressed. In the United States, over 500,000 people are immigrating              

yearly both legally and illegally for a variety of reasons. In the United States, the violations                

aren’t as widespread as those in Europe, but they do include a more aggressive level of                

detainment and possible deportation. During President Obama’s administration, some of the           168

highest levels of deportation of illegal immigrants has occurred, and what has troubled many is               

the public perception on the issue. Instead of a nation seeing these migrants as people seeking                

better economic opportunity compared to that of Latin America, Americans see them as             

criminals illegally entering a nation they feel only they are entitled to. While there has been                

negative treatment, positive actions include things like the Green Card System, birthright            

citizenship and sanctuary cities that offer certain levels of protection to immigrants. 

Internationally, every country has a distinct method for dealing with migrants and            

refugees that come into their country. Some nations have a more open policy and rarely reject                

people seeking refuge in their nation. Other countries have a more closed process and often reject                

or seek to turn away people looking to migrate or be refugees in their nation. Overall, the                 

primary areas of concern for refugees is the poor conditions of their housing, lack of food and                 

health care, and illegal treatment in the area of legal and human rights.  

When we analyze the current refugee crises, we can see that all governments even at the                

most efficient and highest level have felt the strain of this refugee crises. When looking at it we                  

must also not fail to look at it from several angles. Analyze both the source and destination                 

168http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/refugee-crisis-four-ways-european-countries-treat-asylum-se
ekers-like-convicted-criminals-10483185.html 



countries, distinguish ways to help in both the long and short term, and acknowledge that all                

nations are going to face problems at some point. When we look at these different angles, we                 

truly can see how dynamic of a crisis this is, and can come to a better solution to the problem the                     

international community is facing. If we fail to do that, not only will the crisis worsen with time,                  

but the backlash and ramifications that follow including nativism and an increased human toll              

will occur.  

Bloc Positions: 

Western Bloc: While most western nations are facing a mixed fate when it comes to               

refugee policy. Some nations welcome large numbers of refugees, but they are also the strictest               

when it comes to immigration and full citizenship rights. For example, Germany is one of the                

easiest nations in the world to seek refuge in, and is welcoming more refugees than nearly any                 

other EU nations. Developed Western European nations are the spotlight of this bloc, as they are                

criticized heavily by Eastern European nations burdened by the tide of refugees from Syria,              

Libya, and other parts of the world. Nations that are in this bloc include Germany, France,                

Turkey, Jordan, the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan. 

Non-Western Nations: The Non-Western Bloc tends to have the most relaxed policies            

on achieving citizenship or immigrating to their countries, but often fail to assist in taking in                

refugees or dedicating resources to refugee crisis. In response to the current crisis, this often               

includes the nations taking out the harshest violations or penalties on refugees. This includes              

nations like Russia, China, India and Iran.  

Conflict-Nations: This is the group of nations that are currently in the midst of a crisis                

that is causing large numbers of people to flee the country. In many cases these nations are                 



undergoing political, military or economic turmoil, these include nations like Ukraine, El            

Salvador, Cuba, Libya, Syria, Iraq and Sudan. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. How can we assist in decreasing the number of people seeking refugee? 

2. What immediate actions can we take to improve the quality of life for these people? 

3. How can we prepare for the possible long term impact this crisis may have? 

4. Should there be penalties for nations repeatedly violating the rights of these people? 

5. Should there be a renewal or new discussion on what these rights are and what the proper                 

way to ensure them is? 

6. How do we ensure their security in transit? 

7. How do we minimize problems many host countries face? 

8. How should regional organizations work to further efforts in this crisis? 

9. What limitations should we place on helping with Internally Displaced people versus            

Refugees? 

Key Terms: 

Nativism: The political belief that a nation should focus its policy on its own citizens and 

that it should hold policies discriminating against immigrants or limiting their rights. 

Host Nation: A nation that is currently hosting refugees in its borders at refugee camps. 

Destination Country: A nation with the economic or political status where many            

refugees and immigrants seek asylum. 

Source Nation: A country that refugees and immigrants are leaving due to internal             

problems that have significantly harmed their ability to live there. 



Refugee: Someone fleeing for political reasons and seeking a temporary asylum in            

another nation. 

Immigrant: Someone leaving a nation individually with the intent of permanently living            

somewhere else, typically for economic reasons. 
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United Nations General Assembly 

Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee Topic II: 

Protection of Cultural Sites in Syria and the Middle East. 

Topic Overview: 

Cultural Sites represent vital moments in a people’s historical, cultural, and sociological            

history. They are also monuments to the creative ability and universal values that all humanity               

shares. These are found through art, architecture, literature, and other forms of expression.             

Cultural sites can be considered tangible heritage since they are physical representations of a              

culture's history. The importance of preserving these cultural artifacts has been upheld and            169

prioritized by the United Nations General Assembly. Specifically, the United Nations           

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is in charge of curating and            

protecting the world’s heritage sites. Many artifacts that express these unique histories of nations              

in the Middle East are under threat. These threats include violence, political instability, and lack               

of funding for preservation. The loss of cultural sites specifically in the Middle East is a loss for                  

the region and their cultural identity as well as for the world’s artistic diversity. 

Historical Background: 

World War II is largely considered the beginning of the world working together to protect               

cultural heritage, as Adolf Hitler ran through Europe looting art and other cultural works for his                

own museums. The war itself destroyed numerous priceless cultural sites, such as Sir             170

Christopher Wren’s Christ Church Greyfriars in London, The Monte Cassino Abbey in Italy, and              

the Royal Opera House in Malta.   171
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The looting and destruction seen in World War II prompted the newly formed United              

Nations to pass The Hague Convention of 1954, designed to legally protect cultural artifacts and               

artistic material and to require signatory states to take steps to protect them in wartime. The                172

1970 Convention on Illicit Traffic of Cultural Property was passed by the General Assembly to               

provide a legal framework for monitoring antiques trading to deter looting, reselling, and other              

illegal activities surrounding cultural artifacts in wartime. More generally, the United Nations            173

established the World Heritage Convention of 1972. The convention urges signatory nations            174

to define cultural and natural sites and create national policies in order to conserve and protect                

them using modern technology. In addition, the recommendation stresses the importance of            

education about national cultures to citizens. The 1972 convention created the World Heritage             

Committee to oversee the protection of international heritage as a whole and define cultural sites               

whose perseverance is threatened by their environments.   175

More recently, Cultural sites in Syria, Mali, and Iraq have been increasingly threatened             

disproportionately to other world sites due to the dangerous spread of conflict in the region due                

to sectarian violence, the rise of extremist groups, and the destruction of state institutions that               

protect cultural artifacts and museums.  

“Cultural Cleansing is a human tragedy of the Middle East,” (UNESCO Chief) the             

international community has condemned the destruction of cultural sites and resolved to commit             

more resources to the protection and conservation of sites specifically in war torn areas. The               

Italian Prime Minister, Dario Franceschini, has prompted the United Nations to send            

172 http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13637&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 
173 http://www.unesco.org/new/en/culture/themes/illicit-trafficking-of-cultural-property/1970-convention/ 
174 http://whc.unesco.org/en/conventiontext/ 
175http://whc.unesco.org/uploads/activities/documents/activity-562-4.pdf 



peacekeepers to protect at risk sites. UNESCO also has shown its approval for peacekeeper              

intervention knows as “Cultural Blue Helmets.”  176

Current Situation: 

The destruction of Palmyra is a crime that will go down in the history of humanity. The                 

2000-year-old temple structure was one of the best preserved examples of ancient Roman ruins              

until it was entirely destroyed by the the        

Islamic State, whose dangerous    

iconoclastic and anti-historical cult    

threatens some of humanity’s greatest     

achievements. Due to the presence of      177

the Islamic State in the region of       

Palmyra the government also    

has contributed to some of the      

destruction with their increased bombardments of the site with their warplanes in the fight              

against the Islamic State.  178

The Islamic State has continued to destroy and threaten cultural sites leading to a              

devastating loss for Middle Eastern culture. the Islamic State is seeking to specifically destroy              

cultural sites in order to diffuse any historical opposition to their claims. While sending              

peacekeepers to the area has been proposed, the definition of what exactly these peacekeepers              

176http://tonyblairfaithfoundation.org/religion-geopolitics/commentaries/opinion/why-does-the-Islamic-State-destro
y-historic-sites 
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178http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/06/world/middleeast/the Islamic State-syria-arch-triumph-palmyra.html?_r=0 



will be doing in the region plagues the        

international community and hinders growth.   179

Cultural destruction began before the     

Islamic State however, as in 2003, the Invasion        

of Iraq by an international coalition led the        

United States led to the destruction of thousands        

of years of priceless Mesopotamian artifacts by looting and intentional destruction. The Iraq             180

National Museum was looted between April 8 and April 12, when the staff returned to the site to                  

find that 15,000 items had been stolen. It is thought that these thousands of Mesopotamian               181

cylinders, examples of the first writing and bureaucratic systems in human history, were sold on               

the international market, of  these 15,000 items, only 2,307 have been recovered.  182

The Iraqi National Library and Archive was burned and looted just before the fall of               

Baghdad. Reports from Saad Eskander, the director of the INLA before and after the invasion               183

detail that the building was looted by opportunists seeking to sell the rare books and other                

artifacts, and then set ablaze to destroy the Iraqi government records safeguarded inside.16 Sixty              

percent of the library’s works were either burned or         

looted.16 The library of the University of Mosul was also          

looted and destroyed in the chaos of the invasion, despite          

179http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/09/150901-the-Islamic-State-destruction-looting-ancient-sites-iraq-syri
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the pleas from the central mosque to cease the violence.   184

Despite the legal protections afforded by the international community, there is very little             

to be done to protect monuments and cultural artifacts due to the simple chaos of warfare.                

However, the international community must work to recover stolen artifacts from international            

markets, stop the flow of illegal antiques throughout the world, and work for peace, as it is the                  

only true solution to this needless destruction. 

Bloc Positions: 

The world has expressed its sympathy and dismay as cultural sites have been targeted and               

destroyed in the Middle East, North Africa, and around the world. Most nations support the               

protection of cultural sites but the means in which to protect these sites and return their stolen                 

artifacts has been controversial. 

Developed Nations / Former Colonial Nations: Although there is a general consensus            

on the need for protection of art and cultural sites, developed nations and former colonizing               

nations such as the United Kingdom, France, and Germany own large collections of “looted” art               

and cultural goods from nations they conquered or purchased from other rulers and are reticent to                

repatriate them to nations that are less financially, socially, and politically stable.  

Former Colonized Nations: Nations that were former colonies such as Greece, (whose            

Elgin Marbles from the Parthenon were sold by the Ottoman Empire) Italy, Egypt, and other               

African nations believe differently, as they believe there are numerous moral and political             

reasons for repatriation of cultural artifacts, and that with assistance from global organizations, it              

is not only possible, but morally right for them to own and control their cultural heritage.  

184 https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/iraq-national-library-looted-destroyed/ 



Discussion Questions: 

1. What is the importance of cultural heritage?  

2. What role does government play in protecting sites in the Middle East? Specifically,              

that of the government within the Middle East.  

3. How does previous legislation by the United Nations fail? How does it succeed? 

4. What is gained by 3D reconstruction? What is lost? 

5. What will the effect of using peacekeepers to protect cultural sites have on the region’s                

stability as a whole? 

Key Terms: 

Cultural heritage: According to UNESCO Cultural Heritage “is the legacy of physical            

artefacts and intangible attributes of a group or society that are inherited from past              

generations, maintained in the present and bestowed for the benefit of future            

generations.”   185

Tangible heritage: According to UNESCO Tangible heritage, “includes buildings and          

historic places, monuments, artifacts, etc., which are considered worthy of preservation           

for the future. These include objects significant to the archaeology, architecture, science            

or technology of a specific culture.”  186

National heritage: tangible heritage with national significance 

the Islamic State: Militants of the the Islamic State also known as ISIL   187

NEH: National Endowment for the Humanities, funds cultural institutions through grants 

185http://www.unesco.org/new/en/cairo/culture/tangible-cultural-heritage/ 
186See 185 
187See 181 



UNESCO: United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization, which in          

regards to the topic has a high impact on efforts regarding the protection of culturally               

significant sites and monuments  

Monuments: the definition according to The General Conference of UNESCO adopted           

on 16 November 1972 section I article 1, “architectural works, works of monumental             

sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions,           

cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal value            

from the point of view of history, art or science”  188

Sites: the definition according to The General Conference of UNESCO adopted on 16             

November 1972 section I article 1, “works of man or the combined works of nature and                

man, and areas including archaeological sites which are of outstanding universal value            

from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view”  189
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